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LAB EXPERIMENT

BACKFIRES

Giant Guinea

Pig Terrorizes Campus

experiment that was not cleared by the
proper Veterinary Science officials, a group of undertrained Veterinary Science students accidently turned
Pokie, the pet Guinea pig, into a gigantic, rabid
beast. In the above picture, Pokie is seen grazing
In

an

behind Bush Hall.

More on page

3
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Letter From The
Editor
At the
semester,

beginning of our spring
myself and co-editor, John
"Mero,
took
over
the
College
newspaper in an effort to revitalize it,
not for ourselves but for you, the
students.

Since

then

we

have

many hours and a great deal
energy into the paper. Frankly,

put

of our
you've

contributed
a
less than
minimal
amount. This creates a huge burden
on
the few individuals that are left

holding the bag, and usually does not
make for a very good newspaper.
Do you like where the Delhi Review
is going? If so, why don't you help to
keep it alive. If you hate it, then
change it!
The point is, neither co-editors will
be
returning next semester. The
Review needs a staff to continue the
renewal process. It is essential that we

keep the ball rolling
semester

we

so

that next

will not need to start

a

but instead, build upon what we
have
already accomplished.
The
toughest part has already been done.
Furthermore, there will be even
new,

incentive to get involved next
Academic credit programs are
presently being worked out for
participation on the Review. What are
you waiting for? Quit being a stagnate,
do nothing person! You're throwing
away perhaps your only chance at a
very valuable experience.
"I don't know if I'll have enough
time."—Bullshit! If 15 people out of
2000 students put in one hour a week,
the college newspaper would thrive.
But we've got to start now. The
Review needs editors, writers, sales
personnel... ideas!
Please,
contact
myself, Adain Gard, or drop a note in
our mailbox in the College Union.
You
can
either
disregard this
message as another bleeding plea to
get involved on campus and stay in
your
comfortable pattern of selfmore

year.

other
nameless people, or you can decide to
be an individual. Wake up and start
contentment

with

millions

The New York State Association of Animal Health Technicians (NYSAAHT), a student organization at the
State University Agricultural and Technical College at Deli, was recently honored by the American Red Cross
for "outstanding cooperation and achievement in the recruitment of blood donors." The award was made in

conjunction with a campus bloodmobile, organized by NYSAAHT, that netted 156 pints of blood. Here, Alice
Pascale, district consultant for the Red Cross, presents a certificate to NYSAAHT officers. From left to right:
Whitney Johnson of Ripley, treasurer; Kathleen Stalica of Schenectady, recording secretary; Ms. Pascale;
Dan Maldonado of Rochester, president; and Cynthia Phelan of Webster, vice president.
used to living with parking lots &
electrical wires and convenience. We
are too used to a cheap??, easy, mass-

Creativity,

produced lifestyle. L.A. is an epitome
of that series of words, because most

Talent &
Evolution

of

needed

Have you ever wondered why the
architecture of your parent's home in
the suburbs is so plain and artless

compared to those beautiful old homes
in small country towns? Or if you are
from New York City, all the old
tenement buildings have mosaic tile
work and marble staircases with ornate

bannisters, when the projects buildings
built in the 40's, 50's and 60's are ugly

Lost & Found

cubes of brick 20 stories high? Why
has our life here in America lost its
artful tradition?

The following items of property were
found and can be claimed by owner at
the
Public
Safety Office, North
Construction Building:
Pair
blue
mittens,
pair brown
mittens, pair brown gloves, Drums
"tack"
pin,
silver
neck
chain,
"Chrome" wheel rim, "Little English"

handbook, "Invitation to Biology"
book, Industrial Electricity text, 2 pair

eyeglasses, red scarf, silver bracelet,
Hammer "tack" pin, silver finger ring,
"Craftsman"
tape
rule,
"Essay
Connection" book, "Biology" book,
red/white wool
sweater,
"Casio"
calculator, folding umbrella, cigarette
lighter, "Parts Plus" cap, gold "ID"
bracelet, pink/blue bracelet, "Writing"
text, Elementary Algebra text.

Many Easterners are appalled when
they go to Los Angeles; returning with
comments of it being a "pit" and "I'll
never go back." The Los Angeles area
is the perfect example of modern
ideals
concrete, cement,

materialized

American

into

asphalt, aluminum,
plastic and glass. Wide roads, lots of
parking spaces, large easy to read
signs, every amenity within a car-ride
from your tract home.
In short,
convenience. No one really cares that
the boulevard has
you just
into your

no sense

of culture,

want to get XYZ fast food
stomach to help alleviate the

mornings' hangover.
People don't care about the quality
of art
we,

or

as

culture in their lives because

modern Americans,

built since World War II.
War
II
had tremendous

was

impact
upon
America's industrial
community. Never before had industry

of

something!
I hope for your sake, not our sake,
or the college's sake, but for your sake,
that you choose the latter.
John Werberger

a L.A.
World

are

very

produce such
huge
quantities of everything to fuel the
American
and
European
war
machines. Industry responded with the
"simple and quick" situation. Complex
or artful designs were more expensive
and
time-consuming,
and
the
alternative of plain and simple filled the
needs of the country to rapidly build
the military forces.
That mentality captured industrialists
because simple means cheap, and
hence profitable, because industry was
dealing with a volume of production
greater than ever before. Young
married couples helped create the
to

mass exodus to the suburbs in the 50's
and 60's. House after house after
house was built; all equipped with
commodities
and
conveniences
unavailable
in
old
city housing.

Dishwashers,

lawn

family
living. A
huge market was opened for cheap
mass-produced everything! And quality

rooms

modern

-

mowers,

American

suffered.
In the early 50's General Motors
introduces planned obsolesence into
their cars. Eventually the car would

die,

rather than

sooner

would

sell

later,

GM

another vehicle to
advertising
coersion.
Planned
obsolesence
was
the
other
key
mentality which has heralded our
plasic,
replaceable
convenienceyou

oriented society.

Today,
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Co-Editors...John Herberger 746-2080
John Mero 746-3487

but

an

we are
economic

left with

no

choice.

You

choice
wear

cheap, ugly K-Mart discount jeans, or
you
wear
overpriced,
expensive
designers jeans which have slightly
better quality. Do you buy the cheap
Emerson

brand

turntable

that

ruins

overpriced records, or buy a high
quality Bang and Olfsun turntable (at 3
times the cost) that lasts forever?
your

Secretary...Janice L. Vaudo
Treasurer...Pete Lee

★

Advisor...Adain "Scooter" Gara
Writers and Other Important
"Your name here"
OFFICE: 124

★★★★★★★★★★★★

America is

People

Murphy Hall, Phone: 746-4205

technological paradise,
or a technological hell. 20 years ago,
America was a different place than
now. Post secondary schools were full
of students pursuing many different
careers,
disciplines, and ideals. A
liberal arts degree meant something.
You were well rounded culturally. You
could
write
and
write
clearly.
Literature, history and philosophy
taught the student about the world
around him or herself. People were
inspired by the thoughts of foreign
lands and foreign cultures. Inspired
people could live out their desires to be
a

-

artists,
creative

musicians, writers
and
cultural

or

other

pursuits.

Somehow, you could afford to live.
On today's campus, students turn to
business,
computer
science,
information systems, engineering, and
industry-related science degrees. The
emphasis is on finding a job in a jobsource

into

world. Our lives are channeled
areas
of interest by

narrow

practical economic conditioning. If
you
leave
school
with
an
environmental
science
degree, or
english degree, you'll be working at a
convenience

store

or
gas station a
to be sure. But, if you
leave school with a system analyst, or

minimum wage
a

practical craft background,

assured of

a

you are

liveable income from the

start, and a chance for promotion 'or
increased income potential. And that
makes sense. We all know that those
other
degrees are "stupid" and

"impractical." But why? Don't the
personnel departments in America
trust that a Biology major has any
intelligence? Are these students' heads
stuck up the gastro-intestinal tract of
bullfrogs? Or are they just as intelligent
and useful as their more money
conscious sisters and brothers? But the
real question is, why must we think in
such money-hungry terms here in
1985? Why is our freedom of choice
restricted so much from choosing a
career or skill which best or at least
better utilizes our talents and creativity?
Doesn't it seem that we have less of a
choice to make? That America isn't as
free in 1985 that in 1975 or 1965?
But what about Joe & Jane auto
worker, laid off in Detroit. A mortgage
to pay, and 3 children to support? Joe
is

going to learn wordprocessing, and

Jane's
back
in
school
for
her
mechanical engineering degree. Doubt
it. Be thankful you are young and
unattached to the conditions Joe and
Jane are in. But maybe someday you
will be, and when there's a glut of
technical workers like yourself, you will
be in similar trouble as Joe and Jane.
But by then, Social Security and
Welfare and unemployment programs
will be slashed to bits and, boy then

you'll be in trouble and screaming at
the government's door.
No one will listen, because

by then

state will be run by those downto-earth budget-slashing practical types
every

who are right-wing Reagan lovers.
But that won't happen, because
there is a spark in each of us,

of

creativity, of hope and idealism. And
maybe, just maybe, our society will
begin to recognize that creativity in
each of us again. That there are a lot
of talented people who never tried to
be creative because the economics of
survival in 80's America forced that

creativity into a hole. Or maybe

we

Continued from Page 1

It seems that a group of irresponsible
Vet. Sci. students didn't keep track of
the amount of radiation being used on
Pokie. An eye witness said, "It was as
if someone put an air hose in it's anus
and pumped him up with air." Pokie
then slammed through the laboratory

$5,000 worth of damage.
officials thought the giant
Guinea pig would be stopped by the
brick walls of the building, but as you
can see in the photo, the walls didn't
stop Pokie. Plans are now under way
to rebuild the front of Farnsworth Hall.
A special team of experts has been
put together to try to stop Pokie and
his reign of terror. The team has come
up with the following idea to cope with
the serious problem.
It seems they have planned on
bringing in Coco, the giant cat. Coca
was also an experiment that backfired

causing

College

but in this

case

for the best. Here is a

of Coca that a freelance
photographer was able to get of Coca

photo
at

a

distance of 100 ft.

drowned our creativity with beer and
marijuana and other drugs. So why do
I believe in creativity?
★ ★★**★***★***
How long does it take for a
favorable genetic mutation to take root
in the human species? 100,000 years?
750,000 years? Who's to say that
humans were inherently less intelligent
700 years ago than now, just because

they didn't have as much information
at their finger tips as we do now? Their
intelligence, their mental energies were
focused on different things than what
we focus on. Maybe their focus 700
years ago seem
to

us

now,

but

irrelevent and useless
was

highly important in

their lives. The subject of astrology,
which is scoffed at as garbage today,

major discipline in European
for many centuries. It
wasn't
until
after the
Protestant
Reformation and the influence of the
ultra-conservative
Calvinists
that
astrology losts its position as some

was

a

universities

heretical deviation. (Today, astrology
has had a tremendous rebirth and is

again being studied in a serious noncommercialized context).
Do humans

change

so

quickly that

they permanently lose, over the course
of 10 or 20 years, a whole aspect of
their psyche? Is creativity dead in 20
years time? What would you do with

The College asked the Review to tell
all students not to leave any lettuce or
other scraps
of vegetables laying
around. "We don't want Pokie to get
too close to the residential buildings,"
said an unnamed official.

time if you had no T.V. &
drugs? Oh, you'd putter around
here & there & hang out with friends

your spare
no

and play games,
be like a rat in a

but eventually you'll
corner.

Nothing to

but to strike out.
Suddenly, that rat decides to jump out
and initiate something, be it an escape
or an attack. Poor little ratty had to
think, and be bold, and use its
creativity to get out of its trap.
What
about
yourself? Imagine
spending a weekend forcing yourself
not to watch any T.V. or drink or
smoke or pop some drug. What the
* !$/ would you do with all that energy
inside you? Don't say you'd study,
do &

no

where to

go

'cause we've eliminated that from your
activity too. You might go stir-crazy,
but at least you'd know you'd do
something. It's too bad we all know
too well how to aenesthetize ourselves
with T.V. & drugs. It's too bad we
never
learned how to release our'
energies rather than sublimating them.
Like sex. Sex. What a wonderful topic.
Sex. Sexual energy. Sex. What is its

purpose? Sex. To reproduce-to create.
Sex is a creative energy. To make
more
human beings. Sex. Wouldn't
you rather be in bed making love than
sitting at some damned party drowning
your sex drive with alcohol. Sex. Say it
for

me

brother! Sex. How many times

did you tell yourself you'd be clearer
and more relaxed if you had sex once
in a while? Sex. Some people have to
masturbate everyday just to release all
their sexual tensions. Sex. How many
men's hips have you lusted after? How
women have you fantasized
about. Sex. How many bodies have
many

looked down in your short life.
drug of them all.
But we live in America, land of the

you

drown

our

and
sublimated.
energies and sink

We
our

feelings. We play roles and never find
true self because we are afraid to
leave the character that our friends
know us by. We don't let ourselves
our

You can grow more and more
each day or year, but so many of our
friends stop on the way-side, somehow
grow.

being convinced that life gets too hard
if you grow any further. But to grow
and to understand one's growth is a
human instinct. This is why you can't
consider conservatives very humane
and compassionate people. They deny
human instincts.

Inspiration. We inhale air full of life-

your-

window plants alive

and growing. Creativity is getting a
team of people together to play sports.

Creativity

is

learning

how to get

involved in a relationship
lover and inspiration is

with

does that mean?

People
creative

are

born with a large dose of
Evolution hasn't

instinct.

changed its pace to match that

deciding to run your own business.
Creativity is making people laugh at a
party. Creativity is dancing loosely and
wildly out at a bar or disco. Creativity

of the

computer revolution or the technology
revolution or the industrial revolution
or
the information explosion. Our
nature
changes very slowly. Just
because TV does so many negative

things in front of your face to entertain
you, it doesn't mean that you've lost
your ability to do the same. TV and
convenience living hasn't genetically
weeded out our creative energies. You
just suppress them. A true American,
that is a person who is free and brave,
is
or

inspired by the world and makes
her

life

expressive

his

and hence,

liberating and free.
★ ★*★****★★***

giving oxygen. Inspiration. It brings
life, and is part of creativity. Creativity
is

your

watching,
listening, accepting and thinking about
the world around you. What the hell

Love. The greatest

anesthetized

keeping

is

By Mark Keubel
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ENu.

Janice

s

Hope

episode, we
they were
ramming their tongues down each
As you recall last week's
left Janice and Ivan as

to

Circus with him

join the Moscow

8 P.M.
Nuclear film 'No Frames, No
Bounds.' (IRC No. 3).

Earth Week

-

Wednesday the 24th

1985

and move to the Soviet Union. He
said it would be easy for her to learn to

juggle knives & flaming kittens. He
went on to say how they would live an
dressing room. Well because of state
law I am not at liberty to give a graphic oppressed life in Russia. Never having
to
worrv
about
a
thina.
The
description so here is a shortened, government would make all of their
more
condensed version: ooh, ah, decisions for them. Janice's
eyes lit up.
ooh, ah.
She thought it was a dream come true.
On her way hack home, all Janice But, before she could answer him the
could think of was Ivan, but when she doorbell
rang. She put Ivan on hold &
reached the driveway of her small answered it. It was a
special delivery of
white house with the small white picket flowers with a note attached. It was
fence, her emotions shifted. She from Scott. It was a poem call the
thought of Scott and her love for him. "Dead Cats".
While getting out of the car, she
It read like this:
vomited on Fluffy, their pet dog. The
The Dead Cats
vomit was pink from the cotton candy
The dead cats lay dead at her feet
she ate at the circus & now so was
They are all mangled
Fluffy. Oh, Janice wasn't feeling well.
But her face is still sweet
Her stomach had never felt this way
My love for her will not fail

7 P.M.
IRC No. 3
Environmentalism:
-

other's throats in the middle of Ivan's

Earth Week commenced on Friday,
April 19th at Hunt Union Ball Room,
State University at Oneonta. 'Group
Effort'
a rock band set an
up-beat
-

tone

lovers/feeling like
Fluffy,
and
not

torn between two

a

fool, puking on
knowing what

to...dool? She went inside and cleaned
the vomit off her clothes. As she was

6 P.M.

-

-

Oh, my girl is so nice
Oh, look. Off the dead cat jumps, lice
This really broke Janice up. She ran
to the phone and told Ivan she would
-

-

doing this, the phone rang.
Janice quickly picked up the reciever be there in 20 minutes and then called
and said: "Hello". Janice always had Scott and told him the same
thing.
great secretarial potential. The reply to
Be sure to read the last episode of
her "Hello" was: "Hello, my darling." Janice's
Hope to find out what
It was Ivan. He told her he wanted her
happens.

Recruiters

Chosen
Delhi Review
Carrier of the
Month

Coming To
Campus
Steak

-

-

Species

22,
to

-

1985

-

interview

Science, Veterinary Science & Horse

Management students.
On Wednesday, April 24, 1985 •Manpower Temporary Services to
interview
Secretarial, Data Entry,
Word Processors,
Account Clerks,
Bookkeepers, Information Systems
Management.
On Thursday, April 25, 1985 - Mrs.
to

-

Management students.
On Thursday, April 25,

interview

1985

-

Eastern Artificial Insemination Coop.,
Inc.
to interview Agricultural & Life
Science students.
Interested students should sign up
for
interviews
in
the
Student
-

Development Center

-

third floor Bush

Hall.

Tommy Bazon has been

a

Delhi

He does

great job and we love him.
Tommy is in his eighth year here at
Delhi. He is on the chess team and

a

janitorial staff. He enjoys warm spring
days, ice cold pop, and enemas.
Once again, congratulations Tommy
and keep up the good work.

and the downstaters-each with its

own

priorities and special range of interests.
Earthwatch is a column devoted to
environmental matters which concern
all New Yorkers. Pure water, clean air,
uncontaminated

food

of
concern to everyone-country people
and
city-dwellers
alike.
Today,
however, I'll focus on a few of those
special forms of pollution which those
who live in rural areas are usually
spared but which are an ever-present
threat to those who spend their lives in
New York and other large cities.
Congestion is an environmental
threat peculiar to urban areas. It is the
exasperating traffic-crawl that takes
place every rush hour on the East Side
crops

are

Drive

On Wednesday, May 1, 1985 Oradell Animal Hospital will be here to
interview interested Veterinary Science
students.
Interested students should come to
the Student Development Center, third

Bush

interviews.

Hall

to

sign

and

the

other

major arteries

leading to and from the city. It is the
thousands of people crammed like
cattle into again, rundown subway cars
and left waiting interminably in a

Coming To
Campus

floor,

New Yorkers tend to divide
great camps, the upstaters

two

■

Recruiters

Review carrier for two years.

into

up

for

tunnel somewhere between stations,
while further along the route workers
struggle to put out a trash fire, repair a

non-functioning
door
that
has
prevented another train from moving,
or
remove the
mangled body of a
possible suicide from the tracks.
It
is
hundreds
thousands of people
apartment building

and

Perspective, by Dr. Harry Pence.
Brigadier General Robert
debates
Oren
Tichier,
Congressional Candidate on Star Wars
8 P.M. Richardson

Issue.

Thursday the 25th
Ctr. Room No. 3
6:30 P.M.
New
Judith Enck.
-

Inst. Resources

-

conference

7 P.M.
Lecture on N.Y.
Environmental Legislation by
-

with
State

Judith
Enck, Head of Environmental Planning
Lobby.
7:45
'CHIP'
Woods, Vietnam
Veteran, Agent Orange 'Use & Abuse'.
8:30
Wood Chips. The Trees Tell
Their Story. Learn how to interpret
tree ring cross sectioning. Find out
-

-

About Acid Rain and its affects on
trees and well water with Joe Morales,
Tree
Water

Specialist and Dave Jackson,
Int.

-

Soc.

Arboriculture/Resource

of

Technician
Assoication.

from
Am.
Foresters
Oneonta Agway Store.
All events are free
welcome.

and

all

are

each other's
quarrels late into the night through thin
city walls and canyoned alleyways-

possessiing a variously beautiful
countryside at the same time that it is
part of the most heavily urbanized
section of the country. New York is
not only the Adirondack wilderness, it
is also the East Bronx; not only the
Niagara Falls, but also the Empire
State Building; and not only the apple
orchards along the Hudson River
Valley, but also Lincoln Center, that
opulent cultural jewel set in the middle
of a great city, shining at night like a
queen's diadem. Because of this dual
nature,

A

meet, but who overhear

New York State has the distinction

On Tuesday, April 23, 1985 Rhulen Agency, Inc. - to interview
Business
Management,
Secretarial

Cookies

Hunt Union Building.

of

Hotel/Restaurant students.

Fields

-

by Maurice D. Hinchey*

April

House

-

Earthwatch

Tommy Bazon

Monday,

Mimimum impact camping.

-

7 P.M.
Representative from N.Y.
State Public Interest Research Group
to talk on Pollution Superfund for
Toxic Wastes. (IRC No. 4)
8 P.M.
Dr. Philo Wilsen, on 'Ocean
Pollution' at Inst. Rec. Ctr. No. 4.
Nuclear Awareness Day. Tuesday the
23rd.
5 P.M.
IRC Building. Film 'Nuclear
Waste: Where?'
7 P.M.
Instructional Resource Center
No. 3. Helen Caldecot Film.
7:30 P.M.
America's Endangered

The cats guts are crimson red
His testicles lay on his tail

On
Rustler

Mark

Biology Building Room 113.

-

was

activities.

Levy, from San Francisco, put it all
together with folk songs about the
environment, war, and social injustice.
Earthday - April 22nd. Monday.

-

before. Janice

for the weeks'

Administrations
Historical

-

sometimes

living in the same
complex, who
scarcely know each other and rarely

and who sometimes are witness to the
death-screams of murder victims they
will read about in the next day's
newspapers.
Noise is almost

entirely an urban
phenomenon. It rubs on the nerves of
city people, awake or asleep, and
there is no escape. It is harsh and
unpredictable, likely to be punctuated
with blaring horns, screeching brakes,
ambulance
intermittent

and fire sirens,
of superjets

and the

filing into

roar

Kennedy and LaGuardia airports.
And then there is Crime-which
stalks the city like an escaped tiger, so
that no one ever feels completely safe.
It is the ugly sore that develops in any

society that has grown too large to take
adequate care of all its members. Rural
areas have their crimes, too, but in the
city
crime
has become
almost
institutionalized.
And finally, there is Growth
which
razes
the
buildings
landmarks
that
connect
with

itself,
and
the

community's
past,
uproots
neighborhoods, and reshuffles their
populations so that they become
strangers to one another, even as their
mothers and fathers or grandparents
were, when as immigrants they first
to

our

These

are

came

shores.
not the kinds of

usually think of when

we

things we
talk about

environmental concerns, but there is
more to our environment than just the
air

breathe, the purity of the water
drink, and preserving the ecological

we

we

balance of the fauna and flora that
exist side by side on our planet. Our
cities are a vital part of that great social

call
"civilization".
developed that far
beyond barbarism that we can afford to
take the permanence of our civilization
for granted. One of the first lessons of
history is that great civilizations have
always been an endangered species. It
behooves all of us, upstaters and
organism

we

Mankind has not

downstaters alike, to view with concern
any

signs that our cities are declining in

health and vigor.
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CURRENT HEALTH FACTS
A Service of New York Health Products Council

Hope for Control of Herpes

■jtsgegz

vm&S

When

a

new

disease strikes the

populace, medical research is the prime
hope for producing a cure.
Such a disease is genital herpes. An
estimated 5 to 20 million in the United
States already have genital herpes. As

-f«^tfSSs,!!23?,,i*1

many as

half a million

infecting and reinfec¬
ting a number of organs and tissues,
causing serious illness and even death.
virulent wildfire,

Earlier treat-

^^Bments

K

viral infections
like herpes, but

new cases may

this year. Alarmingly, many of
the victims are young people — the
cream of the coming generation — in
their teens, twenties, and thirties.
occur

,

aa^sgssgssgfeat-

Through research, specialists learned
that the virus that causes genital herpes
remains in the body forever, with the
potential to cause recurrent infection
at any time. When the disease does
recur the victim suffers varying degrees
of discomfort. Equally as serious is the
possibility of passing along the infection

$3.95

training P

to someone

areas

dozencar

—

to

j continuing the

Jimmy Carter1

American supporters of Israel.
There is much in Mr. Carter's

broad
goals spelled out in his book which is
fair and sensible. He says that the
Arabs "must acknowledge openly and
specifically that Israel is a reality and
has a right to live in peace, behind
secure and recognized borders." He
says that no pre-conditions should be
set; that U.N. 242 should be the basis
of talks; that compromise is necessary
and the final agreement has to be both

acceptable."
He
of the Soviet Union being left
and

face-to-face
negotiations
because "it seems to be the role of the
U.S.S.R. to stay, to avoid, and to
of

spoil." He offers "American ideals and
principles" as guidelines for American
negotiators; these include preserving
the security of Israel; negotiating with
fair representation and free discussion;
respecting the sovereignty of nations
and sanctity of borders; preventing
terrorism; and protecting human rights.
His vision of a reprise of Camp
David-face-to-face negotiations with
the United States as active mediator,
with recognition of Israel in clearly
defined borders, and with the bottom
line that Israel must purchase peace
with territory-is much in line with

longstanding American policy (though
the peace for territory formula on the
West Bank is looking increasingly
questionable).
Where Mr. Carter goes wrong is in
his detailed description and analysis of
Middle East positions. He describes his
visit to the region in 1983 and his
discussions in Israel, Syria, Jordan,

Egypt,

Saudi

Arabia,

Palestinians. What
the presentations.

a

and

with

stark contrast in
section on

The

while balanced and even
sympathetic in discussing earlier
periods, is full of criticism for the post1980 period. "I see over and over a

Israel,

reluctance

to

of

question

face

what

troubling

the

to

about

do

Palestinians." Settlements on the West
Bank
are
"both
contrary
to
international law and a serious obstacle
to

peace." He recommends that Israel

grant the "right of self-determination"
to the Palestinians, even though Mr.
Carter's, own Camp David accords

specifically limit the Palestinians to
"participate in the determination of
their own future," recognizing that
competing
needs
and
security
demands enter the picture. And he
points out that Israeli opposition to
withdrawal
Palestinian

from

territories

and

rights would "directly and
adversely affect U.S. interests in the
Middle

East."

Bank and
Gaza," but for Mr. Carter the key to
dealing with theses problems lies not

settlements

Associate National Director AntiDefamation League of B'nai B'rith
Readers of the Blood of Abraham
(Houghton Mifflin Co.), the new book
on the Middle East by former President
Jimmy Carter, will find the same Mr.
Carter that both satisfied and infuriated

out

He

talks

of Arab

the needs of

homeless refugees, expanding
an
already
formidable
military
capability,
and
in
building the

By Abraham H. Foxman,

approves

in

many

Revisited

"voluntary

occupation

territory, ministering to

Israel

of

the

in

West

the

with would-be Arab peacemakers, but
within Israel itself.
These sharp comments on Israel
would be more understandable had
Mr. Carter also directed the same

approach to the Arab side. With the
exception of the chapter on Syria,
which is a mixed bag of letting Assad's
views on the region get a full hearing
and of some critique, the rest is
generally highly sympathetic and even
puff pieces of Jordan, Egypt, Saudi
Arabia and the Palestinians. Absent are

strong
critiques
of
continued
rejectionism
by
the
moderate
Jordanians and Saudis. Always their
absence from the peace table is
explained by other circumstances than
continued
warfare
against
Israel.
Hussein is portrayed as peace-loving
but in difficult circumstances.
Mr.
Carter too readily accepts Hussein's

critiques of the Reagan Administration
that its failure to address the "crucial
issues
of "Israeli
settlements,
the
withdrawal of occupation forces, and
Palestinian rights" has strengthened
radicals and extremists in the region,
and the U.S.-Israeli "strategic alliance"
meant
that U.S.
effectiveness in

bringing

parties

to

negotiate

had

diminished.
The Saudis are not reactionary
authoritarians who have sought to rape
the Western and Third World Nations,
but caring leaders who have made
"advances in employment, education,

housing, women's rights," and who
developed human services and skills.
King Khalid was not an anti¬
democratic,
theocratic,
reactionary
ruler, but a man committed to personal
consultations
and
service
to
his
people. Where is the Saudi Arabia
whose delegate to the U.N. recently
accused Israel of blood libel, that has
distributed the Protocols of Zion, that
had a newspaper recently reprint
Henry Ford's International Jew?
This is the Jimmy Carter who

delighted and disturbed as President.
The substance of his record on the
Middle East was good. Camp David
and the peace treaty were highly
significant accomplishments. Economic
and military aid to Israel grew. And
yet...the feeling existed that Mr. Carter
less than a friend and harmful to
Israel and American interests. His
was

constant

criticism

of

Israel

on

settlements, on the Palestinians, on
negotiations, at the U.N. seemed one¬
sided, short-sighted and often times
spiteful. The image of Israel suffered
because of the constant criticism from
the White House and American Jews
wondered, despiste Camp David,
whether

Jimmy

Carter

was

"evenhanded."
The Blood of Abraham revives ojd
doubts. A lot of good offset by tone,

emphasis, priorities, double standards
one wondering.

that leave

else.

The majority of genital herpes infec¬
tions are caused by herpes simplex

virus type-2. Most oral-facial herpes
infections (such as the common "cold
are caused by herpes simplex
type-1. But both of these virus
types can cause disease at either site
and in other areas of the body as well.
In one particular category of patient
the immunocompromised — herpes
poses an especially serious threat. Immu¬
nocompromised patients are those who,

sore")

virus

—

were

■developed for

HerpeS ^oftentimes
the
I patients were
harmed

by the treatment.
mid-70's, however,

In the

a new

approach was discovered. A drug was
developed that is activated by the virus
itself. It attacks the pathogen but spares
uninfected cells — an action that is
called selective activity. While not a

it

cure,

offer significant relief.

can

The drug was first put out in an
ointment and in injectable forms. Soon
to be marketed, however, is a convenient
oral form of the drug which is expected

prevent recurrences of genital

to

herpes

episodes when they do
occur, while reducing symptoms.
It is unfortunate that herpes is not —
shorten

or

like the common cold — a malady
which the body can usually overcome

simply with rest. Herpes is tougher
than that.

Fortunately, however, research has

for various reasons, have defective or
deficient immunity systems. Because
their bodies lack normal biological
defenses against disease, herpes can be

found some answers to keep herpes
under control and is developing new
forms of drugs to help make suppression
even more convenient for its users. It's

highly dangerous. It

good

can

become

a

especially for young people.

news,
For

more

information, contact:

New York Health Products

All About

Council

117

Highbridge Street
FayetteviUe. New York 13066 (315) 637-9895

Herpes
Campus Digest News Service
One-night stands may be a thing of
the past because of an incurable
venereal disease reaching epidemic
levels in America.
An estimated 20 million Americans
now have genital herpes, and as many
as half a million are expected to get it
this year, the Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta reports.
Risk of catching herpes
having it forever may

and fear of
be making
they conduct

people change the

way
their sex lives. "There has been a
noticeable shift in the way people are

approaching their sexuality and their
casual

toward

attitudes

sexual

encounters," said Sam Knox, national

director

program

of the American

Social Health Association, in a recent
issue of McCall's magazine.
"In the recent past,
the most
detrimental
things associated with
casual sex-unwanted pregnancy and

sexually transmitted diseases-could be
dealt with, so people didn't worry
much. But herpes is different-once you
acquire it, you have it for life," Knox
said.
Time

magazine reports that many

people who get herpes go through
stages similar to those mourning for the
death of a loved one: shock, emotional
numbing isolation and loneliness, and
they sometimes experience serious
depression and impotence. Almost
always there is rage at the carrier, and
at the same time, at the opposite sex in
general and at the medical profession.
One Los Angeles woman said,
"When I first got it, I wanted to pass it

until
it and it became
normal." Some people act out their
desire of revenge.
A Midwestern
to

everyone
everyone
had
on

for

vengeance

woman said she infected 75 men in
three years. A Philadelphia man said
he infected 20 women: 'They were just
one

night stands,

so

they deserved it

anyway."
The two most common types of
herpes are herpes simplex and genital
herpes or herpes simplex II. Herpes
simples causes small blister-like sores
on the face, the most common being
cold sores on the lips. Genital herpes

causes sores on or

The

sores

around the genitals.

of the two strains cannot

easily distinguished, and they don't
always stick to their own areas.
Ordinary cold sores may be transmitted

be

the genitals by fingers or mouth,
and
become
a
venereal disease.
Because of this, oral sex may be a

to

potent force in transmitting

the disease.

genital herpes outbreak is usually
accompanied by headaches, fever,
aching joints and pain in the genital
A

Once herpes penetrates the skin,
multiplies rapidly. Within 2 to 15

area.

it

days after infection, the person may
an itching or tingling sensation. In
genital herpes the first episode usually
lasts an average of three weeks.

feel

Because the disease is incurable, the
herpes sufferer usually has subsequent
attacks with outbreaks of the blister-like
sores
known
as
lesions.
The
subsequent attacks usually last about
five days.
Time magazine reports that people
who have herpes are not safe having
sex

who already have the
be reinfected in
parts of the body or may

with partners

disease.
different

They

can

different strain of the disease.
Although herpes is not the worst
veneral disease (untreated gonorrhea
and shyphilis do far more damage), it

receive a

be cured. When a pregnant
has an active herpes infection
the time of birth, her baby has a

cannot

woman

at

high chance of getting the disease if it
delivered
vaginally.
A large

is

percentage,

of these babies will either

die or have brain
Women who

damage.

suffer from genital
herpes are five to eight times more
likely to develop cervical cancer than
those who do not according to the
American Social Health Association.
Women seem to suffer more from
herpes. However, some women are
barely aware of their herpes. They
sometimes have internal lesions that
may be hard to see. They- can be
carrying the virus in the genital
secretions or may be shedding the
disease
from
the cervix without
showing any symptoms.
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Bethlehem, Pa. -(I.P.)-The process
trying students dor academic
dishonesty is "a real bother...a lot of

for

tape," complained one Lehigh
University arts college professor. The
difficulty of accusing a student of
academic dishonesty is due to the fact
that "you don't take a student through
the disciplinary process unless you
catch him red-handed," according to
Donald Talhem, associate professor of

red

electrical engineering.
Dean of the College of Business and
Economics
Richard
Barsness
is
concerned about the role models that

society presents to students.

Labeling

dishonesty
"intellectual
theft," he conceded that theft "is not
regarded socially as seriously as it used
to be." He pointed to examples of
scandals at prominent universities as
proof of a compromise of scientific
integrity
in
higher
education.
"Academic
dishonesty
by
undergraduates and graduate students
academic

is

not

isolated

an

phenomenon,"

Barsness said.

Discipline Committee Chairman and
Metallurgy Professor Wayne Kraft
admitted that he thinks, "It's the
incredible grade pressure around here
that entices students to cheat. We have
to

change the ethos of the place and

make people want to do what is right
rather than just do something to get
ahead." However, according to Dean
of Students John Smeaton, it is rather
difficult to influence student values
since

they

are
freshman year.

shaped long before the

Middletown, Conn.-(LP)-"I foresee a
trying time for general education

nationally. Both demographically and
financially, factors are against us. It is
necessary to say something about what
a Wesleyan education is, because we
are going to be called to account for
curriculum and our direction,"
President
Colin
Campbelll
said,

our

addressing

a

the
Academic

Student Assembly

on

recently released "Report on
Planning."
In his address, Campbell stressed
that the report had come about in
response to faculty concerns over the
lack of a comprehensive review and
self-examination in the 1970s of the

position at the forefront of broadly
based liberal education for engineers.
A dramatic increase in engineering
subject matter and a substantial
expansion
of
University-wide
undergraduate requirements left "little
flexibility" in academic programs for
most engineering students, according
to Prof. Gil Masters,
head of the

to search a

Undergraduate Council.

any

The

new

structure

has two alternate

Bachelor of Science degree.
The first requires 107 units-10 less
than at present-and leads to an
accredited degree in such traditional
fields as electrical, mechanical, civil,
industrial, and chemical engineering.
Science
and
engineering
breadth
requirements were reduced. A total of
180 units is required for graduation.
The second, more innovative path
paths to

a

includes 90 units and leads to an
unaccredited
engineering
science

degree.
It can be taken by students who
design their own individual majors or
who complete curricula developed by
departments or other groups of faculty.
It could lead to engineering science
degrees in systems engineering or

computer engineering, for example.
The engineering science option may
well result in new undergraduate
curricula for students enrolling in
coterminal programs to earn both a
bachelor's and master's degree in five
years.
An

existing engineering department,

for
example,
might
coterminal
program

endorse
a
in
which
engineering science students would go
more
deeply into its field than the
present
undergraduate
program
permits.
Breadth
courses
within
engineering would be reduced. With
only 90 units required, engineering
undergraduates would have more
opportunity to pursue courses in other
fields.
Former dean William Kays said this
alternative is "far more liberal than
our present
accredited program can
ever be. I think also that we would

gradually find that graduate schools
would admit students on the basis of
the courses that they had taken and
how well they had done, rather than
an

on

accredited

program

in

a

particular area."

university's goals and weaknesses, and
the "allocation of limited institutional
resources." He also said that concern
about general studies programs and

undergraduate

"literacy"

in

many

different areas of education had been
motivating factors.
When asked whether the report was

being issued in response to pressure
from other institutions which had
issued
similar
reports,
Campbell

responded that the report was done,
not in response to outside pressures to
conform, but because every "self
respecting institution should do a
comprehensive review periodically."
He
also
cited
secondary school
confusion

and

misinformation

over

Wesleyan educational objectives as a
reason for developing the plan.
Campbell
said
that
faculty
development within the concept of the
little university were important and that
,

million dollar endowment for
that purpose has been set up.
a

Knoxville, Tenn.-(I P)-University of
Tennessee

officials

seem

to

be

in

agreement that the recent ruling by the

"We are very much concerned about
the students' rights to privacy. We
would never go into a student's room,
open

the refrigerator and confiscate
alcohol that might be there,
continued.

Bowles

the

of

president

Fred

Venditti,

Faculty

Senate,

echoed these sentiments.
"It seems to me that the decision
turned on the point that sometimes the

school children needs to be

privacy of

that officials can
the school. I do not
believe
UT
students
should
be
considered school children." Rivkin
said, "The Fourth Amendment (which
protects Americans from unreasonable
search and seizure) does apply in the
schoolhouse
and
it
deserves

limited

to

assure

maintain order in

recognition."
Ohio-(I. P.)

Kent,
Senate

-

THe

State

Kent

at

Faculty

University

recently denounced advertisements for
term papers which it said have been
showing up on campus again this year.
Kenneth Calkins, Senate chairman,
said the faculty is being urged to tear
the advertisements down.
Ottavio Casale, dean of the Honors
and Experimental College, said the

themselves as "research assistants."
Casale said, "I don't see how these
swine are allowed to function when all

they ~ do is feed off what this University
strives to accomplish."
Milton
Manes,
professor
of
chemistry, brought up the idea of
professors buying some of the papers
from the suppliers. "The professors
could

check

their

students'

papers

against them," he said. Terry Kuhn,
coordinator for

graduate studies and
professor of music, said the distributors

sophisticated. "They don't
same
paper to the same
university. They use word processors
and the papers are written in three
page segments so they can pick and
choose how to put it together. The sad
fact is they write well."
Frank
Smith,
professor
of
mathematics, raised the question of
state
legislation
controlling
the
are

send

very

the

distributors' activities. Casale compared
Ohio's legislation on this type of

flagship for undergraduate education,

a

search

when

they

(school

be difficult for students to challenge the
rationale used in some searches," he
continued.
Jim Bowles, assistant director of
residence halls, said the ruling should
not have any effect on the routine
searches of student rooms. "We have
to

go

through

channels to get a

elaborate approval
search authorization

specific skills in
for
routine
tasks,
sometimes very technical or specialized
in nature. It involves knowledge for
specific ends, raising no questions of
larger significance; it is impervious to
social context,
oblivious to moral
restrictive, developing

preparation

choice. A liberal
nurtured
within

(LP.) - "If Cornell's
undergraduate colleges

Ithaca, N.Y.

professional

our
students
educational
opportunites of unparalleled richness,
they also present hazards of unusual

offer

seriousness for they can encourage
premature concentration on vocational

outlook may
the
context

"First, the liberal arts provide skills

attitudes that are vital
The ability to write and
clarity and grace; to

and encourage
in any career.

with

speak

understand times and cultures other
than our own; to appreciate the
not

only of institutions but also
to apply

of our beliefs and values;
them humanely in our daily

observed, their

purpose

"Second, breadth of understanding
and

.broadly applicable knowledge

seek

balance

in

all

our

"Let me stress that I am not arguing
against professional education; I am
arguing against narrow vocational
training.
The first is large and
expansive, having the spirit of the
liberal arts, setting skills as means

are

predict
with any certainty what specific skills
will be needed to perform a specific job
important because we cannot

decade from now. Already
mid-career engineers, in what
should be their most productive years,
are finding their skills inadequate to
deal with technological advance.
"And
doctors, a decade after
graduation,
open
themselves to
malpractice suits if they continue to use
some of the equipment and techniques
considered state-of-the-art when they

even

a

many

were

in medical

school.

"But it is not just within the confines
of particular careers that obsolescence
erodes
skills.
Whole
careers
are

becoming

obsolete.

No

narrow

vocational training will prepare our
students for that. Narrowly based
relevance today guarantees irrelevance

Life-long learning is not just
catchy slogan: it is a requirement for

tomorrow.
a

our national survival. But it has to be
based on a broad and strong general
foundation of undergraduate studies.

"Third,

our

economy

is becoming

internationalized to a degree that few
would
have
thought possible a
generation ago. In 1950, about 5
percent of our GNP was involved in
international trade. In 1980, it was 17
percent and growing rapidly. Over 70
percent of all our own products here in
the American market now face foreign
competition. Economically, no less

sensitivities that allow

must

is to shift to

the individual the burden for pursuing
his or her own education.

Council.
"If Cornell is to become

undergraduate programs between the
specialized and general; between the
sciences and the humanities; between
liberal and professional education - and
Cornell is especially vulnerable here.

lives, and

explore the human experience in all
its richness and ambiguity: these are
the aims of the liberal arts, and they
are applicable not to a single vocation,
but to the whole range of human
endeavor, for as John Gardner has

to

than

we

of

Reasons:

skills at the expense of personal
judgment, maturity, and commitment,"
reports President Frank Rhodes in his
annual State of the University address
to the Board of Trustees and University

truly the

be

professional education. It soon withers
in the presence of vocational training.
We must seek to incorporate the liberal
arts into our professional studies."

people placing the advertisements bill

"It would be easy to create reasons

for

within larger ends. It is concerned not
with 'the job' but with life and with
social goals the profession promotes
and the ethical standards it demands.
"The
second
is
narrow
and

sources

plagiarism to its stand on firecrackers:
"People can't explode them, but other
people can sell them," he said.

officials) have suspicions of violations
of the law, however, and it is going to

undergraduate curriculum for 1985-86,
including an optional unaccredited
degree in engineering science. The first
comprehensive
overhaul
of
engineering curricula since 1967, the
changes will maintain the University's

situations,
without a
said.

Court legalizing student
searches by school officials without
search warrants will not affect any UT
search policies. "I don't foresee any
changes
in
university
policy,"
Chancellor Jack Reese said, "I think
the
Supreme Court was mainly
concerned with drug and alcohol
possession on high school campuses.
However, some also view the
decision
as
a
step backward in
constitutional interpretation. Dean Hill
Rivkin (Law) interpreted the ruling as
affecting only elementary and high
schools,
but called
it
a
"step
backward." As students get older,
above minority age, there will be a
need for more probable cause before a
search can take place.
Supreme

one

Palo Alto, Calif.-(I.P.)-The Stanford
School of Engineering's Undergraduate
Council
has
approved
a
new

room. We would
under
emergency
enter a student's room
search authorization," he

student's

unless

never,

military or morally, we pursue
specialization and isolationism
at our peril.
"Through the liberal arts we may
hope to cultivate the skills and
narrow

work successfully
boundaries.

us

beyond

to live and

our

national

"Fourth, science and technology, in
sense, are amoral. But their
application involves profoundly moral
a

narrow

Scientific

specialization has
our view of life.
Numbers have grown stronger, word
weaker, and the division between the
issues.

substantially altered

world of a scientist and that of the
humanist has become a yawning
chasm. But is not for our personal
satisfaction and peace of mind alone
that educated men and women so
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humanities.
"The complexity of important issues-from nuclear power plants to the
effects of toxic chemicals on the
environment-demands that as many
as possible be able to separate
the technical issues from the, political
and moral ones. If we continue to
believe that in a democratic society that
which touches all must be ratified by

people

technological
informed by the perspectives of
must discourse on

issues,
the scientist and the humanist.
"There is

a

fifth

reason

why

we

must

decade of increased
professionalism, to reassert the priority
of the liberal arts, and it concerns the
way in which great science, great art,
and great literature - indeed all creative
seek,

in

this

endeavors - are sustained. Science, in
the narrow sense, is not self-sustaining.
"There is a common misconception
that science is an orderly process with
each step occurring in sequence,

building unfailingly on what has gone
before and leading incrementally to
greater understanding. That is certainly
part of it, and many scientists do spend
their lives

chipping away, bit by bit, at

small part of a particular problem.
Yet the truly great discoveries, the
a

leaps in understanding, have
by systematic
of scientific
inquiry, but by the scientist's vision of
beauty and art and sense of the
mystical.
"Finally, what is needed is not just
'liberal arts' as an entry in the college
catalogue. We need men and women,
distinguished in their disciplines,
devoted
to
their
teaching,
and
committed in their living to the spirit of

great

often been guided, not
methods of this kind

the liberal arts."

-

LIVE

While most of you were
rays

in

home

"sunny Florida,

or

catching

partying at

on
Spring Break, I crammed
myself into S.U.'s Manily Field House
to experience one of the hottest Punk

your

us!

Ticket Purchase on a

jAO.75

per person

if tickets

are

purchased at

Presto Pizzeria
66 Main Street, Delhi, N.Y.
By FRIDAY, APRIL 26th

Zeppoii
311.75

Salad

if purchased Saturday, April 27th at the door.

shows to ever come out. The Ramones
took to the stage at approximately
12:45 Saturday morning, to open with
the instrumental, Durango 95, off their
new album.
They also played Wart

simple reason that they have fewer
dollars with which to purchase our

like to know how to plan for it. Will
inflation return? Will interest rates go

products." He believes our deficits
allow foreigners to accumulate dollars

it

Hog, where Dee Dee took over lead
vocals. Even though this was the third
time I have seen them, it was the first
time I saw Dee Dee sing. It was great!
They played for about 90 minutes with
one
encore
that consisted of four
songs. Joey left the stage pissed off

dollars will pour back to us an
our exports will soar. Our deficits mean
other countries are gathering in dollars
and will use them to pay off their
debts.
Glasner may be in the minority

after encountering some mechanical
failures.
,
I don't know what more to say,

except that the overall show was loud,
great, sounded hot and was Totally
Awesome.

By Greg Zazzara

The

Eighties
is

a

made

Cray
lis,
the
supercomputers, economists could put
in place the many thousands and even
even

of

millions

products and

when that

occurs

economists. His ideas fit into
supply side mentality but others see
among

annual deficits,
national
debt
and
our

growing
interest
our riches.

the

variables

that

our

beset

an

and be able to sketch out a
model on how to avoid depressions
and how to plan out a prosperous era.
But no, it is easier to put Neil
Armstrong on the moon or plot out the

economy

to pay

planets,

our

skills

the real foundations of our wealth
and well being and these are strongthe strongest in the world.
President Reagan is double faced in
this matter. He decries the unbalanced
budget. He speaks strongly for a
balanced budget amendment yet his
defense policies, including the MX
missile and the Star War strategy, are

making the country poorer. Though he
has kept us at world peace these past
four years, his belligerent tone has
made millions, not only in this country
but abroad, fearful of his policies.
Reagan firmly believes his tough stand
has made the world more peaceful. He

super-nova

explosion than to discover answers to
bread and butter issues, as should we
save or spend our money. The trillion
dollar national debt, should it alarm us

That's what he wants the laser shield to
do. To knock down enemy projectiles
before they can strike.
For this

aftermaths

of

a

not? It does not alarm President

Reagan though it does alarm Paul
Volcker.
David Glasner, an economist, thinks
the trade deficit is much maligned. He
thinks "the trade deficit is a symptom
of rising employment-not a cause of

rising

unemployment."

He

says

"buying less from foreigners means
they will buy less from us for the

de6t today knowing we'd be able
back our borrowings with cheap

into

a
defense against missiles
without
using
missiles which he
believes will help diffuse the ongoing
nuclear crisis. If missiles can be made

various

would flare up again, the
IRAs, the SRAs, the CDs and Money
Market accounts
would soon be
depleted. A return of inflation would
mean we consumers could easily go

inflation

the

payments as robbing us of
The worst picture is to see America as
a debtor nation owing more than Brazil

resources,

up? How long will this recovery last? Is
temporary, will it lead to real
prosperity? How sound is the dollar
really? Now it's enjoying a heyday, but
will it suddenly plummet? Should
people spend what they have or
should they save? If they knew that

our

are

think that with the best IBM computers
or

American

our

terribly confusing
doubly
confusing
because the experts in the field cannot
agree among themselves. You would
Economics

subject,

which in time will have to be spent on

does. Brazil is near insolvency and we
could be too. But then, it is said, we
cannot be as bad off as Brazil because

By William Wallace
To Save Or To Spend

or

Ramones

volleyball...Bring

on

★ Soda

desperately need and understanding
enlarged and transformed by the

we

ht onions

peppers
roll

★ Italian

all,

or

cooler of beer...the soda is

included in this price...

*10.75

Friends

wants

unthreatening, the world will be safer.

defense,
which
he
believes
is
paramount for our survival and
freedom, he willingly incurs these
billions in deficit spending though in

principles he deplores spending more
than the Treasury Department takes in.
All this leaves Mr., Mrs., and Ms.
Gene Q. Public confused. People want
to have some picture of their future. Of
course, they want it peaceful but they'd

dollars tomorrow.
These questions trouble American
men and women. You sort of hope for
the best and listen to what others say.
In a sense, whether we like it or not,
we
are
all gamblers, running our
financial life not on any certainty or

stability about long term prospects. I
guess we

all know people nowadays

banking the bucks in high
interest accounts while others who are
spending every dime they earn. Who is
right?
My own outlook is that there has to
be some rein in on deficit spending. In
1984, that amounted to $123 billion
and this January it was another $10
billion, more than 25 percent higher
who

are

December.
Last
year
our
government borrowed $90 billion from
foreigners. Even if you go along with a
big deficit or national debt as not
frightening you do have to say to
yourself at some point, enough is

than

enough. A trillion dollar national debt
is enough. A $100 billion in overseas
borrowing, this year's estimate, is more
than enough. We are soon reaching
the day that our foreign debts will
exceed our foreign assets which will
we will cease to be the great
creditor nation we've been since World
War One. If some restraint is put on
mean

runaway

spending, it will bring more

confidence to our people and
friends abroad. While everyone

making

money,

our

likes

the easier the better,

the long memory of the easy money in
the twenties led to the tragic crash. We
don't
want
anything
like
that

happening again.

3rd IdisnciplneNatdwrestlingitoeamn.

Crapplers Tahe
finallyhas thelongawaited photographs of our wel
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b) No special allowance would be
paid on PLUS loans.
c) A guarantee fee of 1 percent
would be paid by all PLUS borrowers,
to

remitted

be

the

to

federal

government.
D. Federal funds for three major Title
IV financial aid programs would be
terminated:
1.
Supplemental
Educational

Opportunity Grant (SEOG)
In FY 85, the SEOG program will
provide $413 million nationally, with
New York State expecting to receive
approximately $30 million for over

students.
College Work Study
be expanded under
proposal and schools
47,000

of

50%

their

grants.
2. National

However,
the
Program would
the President's

could

CWS

Direct

use up

allocation

Student

to
for

Loan

(NDSL)
In FY 85, the federal government
will provide $215 million in capital
contributions
nationally, with New
York State expecting to receive an
estimated $20 million. Nearly 67,000
loans are now made in New York.
Schools will continue to be able to
make loans from the existing revolving
funds.
3. State Student Incentive Grant

(SSIG)
Automotive students

at

the State

University Agricultural and Technical College

at

Delhi recently received

In FY 85, the SSIG program will
provide $76 million nationally, with

a

™K)n®tratlo1n
kd treatment products from representatives of Dick Laing Diesel Service of Binghamton.
The firm alsoof
brought a

New York State expecting to receive

display of diesel pumps for students to examine. Here, Dick Laing (left) and Charles
Shiffner (center) sales and marketing representative for the firm,
explain pump operations to Michael Ploutz,
a senior from
Chenango Forks. Ploutz arranged for the firm to visit Delhi

over

College.

The Federal

Budget And
Student
Financial Aid
On February 4, the President sent
his
fiscal
year
1986 budget to
Congress. The proposed changes to
student financial aid would cost New
York over one-half billion dollars.
Guaranteed
Student
Loan
(GSL)

eligibility would be reduced by almost
$400 million

(-41%), with 131,000
GSL Loans eliminated (-33%). New
Yorkers would also lose $113 million (19%) in funding for the remaining Title
IV programs. The Administration is
also proposing changes to the subsidies
paid to GSL lenders that will make the
GSL
program
very
Lender
participation

unattractive.

would
be
discouraged and loan volume would
decline even further.
These changes would severely affect
the postsecondary opportunites for
New Yorkers and would destroy the
progress

providing

that has been made toward
access and choice for all

students.
Before any

of these proposals would
go into effect, several committees in
both houses of Congress have to act
on
them, and the full House and
Senate must pass budget resolutions
and appropriations measures.
The details of the President's student
aid proposals follow. Where possible,
estimates of the impact on New York
State are provided as well. Please note
that these estimates are preliminary
and subject to further refinement.

A.

General
Provisions
Affecting
Eligibility
The following changes to eligibility
standards would apply to all Title IV
programs except where noted:
a) A $4,000 per student "mega-cap"
would be placed on Title IV (loan and
grant and work-study) benefits. Only

PLUS/ALAS loans would be excluded
from this requirement.

would be classified as dependent on
their parents, except for orphans or
wards of the court.

e) A high school diploma or its
equivalent would be required for
receipt of any student aid administered
by the U.S. Department of Education.
B. Pell Grants
In FY 85, the Pell Grant program
will provide $3.33 billion in awards

nationally,

with

New

York

State

receiving an estimated $415 million for
nearly
360,000
recipients.
The
President's
Pell Grant

budget proposes to cut-off
eligibility at $25,000 in
adjusted gross income and make the
following changes:
1) Reduce the 1985-86 Pell maximum
award from $2,100 to $2,000, and
reduce
the
maximum
attendance covered from
50%.

2)

cost

of

60%

to

1986-87, increase the family
contribution
expected from lowest
In

applicants from 11% to 18%
discretionary income.

income

of

3) Restore the maximum Pell award to
$2,100 or 60% of eligible costs in
1986-87, but add technical restrictions
to

the calculation rules.

4) Redefine allowable costs in 1986-87
include actual tuition and fees

plus a
for
indirect
educational costs, up to $3,000 for
students not living at home and
$1,500 for students living at home.

to

"living

allowance"

Current rules allow actual or average
tuition, fees, room and board
for on campus students, and a $1,600
costs for

living allowance for
at

home with his

or

a

student who lives

her parents.

Impact
The above
the
general

changes, together with
provisions
described
previously,
would
eliminate
an
estimated 100,000 Pell recipients in
New York State and reduce funding by
about $79 million.
C. Guaranteed Loans
In FY 85, an estimated $7.9 billion
in loans (student and parent) will be
made nationally, with New York State

expecting to provide $1.04 billion.
Under the President's FY 86 budget,
the loan programs would undergo

major revisions, including the following

(Note that unless otherwise indicated,
effect in the

b) A $25,000 family adjusted gross
income (AGI) cap on eligibility for
grant aid, direct loans, or work-study
employment and a $32,500 AGI cap
on
eligibility for regular Guaranteed
Student Loans would be imposed. The
only programs without an income cap
would be the PLUS/ALAS Loans.
c) All students would be expected to

these would all go into
1986-87 academic year):

contribute a minimum of $800 toward
educational costs, from earnings or

2) All students would be required to

savings, before being considered for
or grant eligibility. College
Work-Study awards are exempt from
this requirement.
d) Students below the age of 22

Title IV loan

1) Loans to students from families with
adjusted gross incomes in excess of
$32,500 would be eliminated.
Impact
Volume would be cut by $226
million (24%). Ninety-eight thousand
loans would be eliminated.

undergo needs analysis.
Impact
Volume

would

be

cut

approximately $105 million with
disproportionate
impact
independent students.

by
a
on

3) There would be a limit of $4,000
year in federal aid (includes all
federal
grants
and
loans
but
PLUS/ALAS).
per

Impact
Graduate students, most of whom
borrow more than $4,000 per

now

will
lose
$35
million.
Undergraduate
loans
would
be
reduced by $30 million in New York.
4)
Beginning with the
1985-86
academic year, lenders would have to
disburse all full-year loans in two or
more payments. Interest subsidies and
special allowances would be based on
year,

the amounts disbursed.

5)

Beginning with loans made for

academic year 1985-86, the special
allowance paid to lenders would be
fixed at 1.5 percent for the in-school

period

and at 3 percent during
repayment. The special allowance on
loans will no longer float up and
down with the Treasury Bill rate.
6) For loans made in any academic
new

year,

beginning with

interest rate

1985-86,

the

for students will be the

bond-equivalent rate of 91-day T-bills
during
the
quarter
ending
the
preceding March 31, rounded to the
nearest
whole percent. Thus, the
interest rate could change for the loans
made for each academic year and
individual students. could have loans
with
different
interest
rates.
The
interest rate on individual loans would
be fixed.

7) Guarantee

agency

income would be

reduced sharply. The maximum rate of
default reinsurance for loans made as
of academic year 1985-86 would be
90 percent, with the rate dropping to
70 percent and even 50 percent,

depending
Advances

on

that

the
have

default
been

rate.

made

to

for
the
purposes
of
purchasing defaults would be returned
to the federal government ($11 million
in New York). Agencies would no
longer receive administrative cost
allowance payments (now $10 million
per year in New York).
Impact
To make up for these losses, the
Corporation would have to raise the
insurance premium paid by borrowers
to an average of $50.00 per loan. The
current average premium is $12.50.
agencies

8) To absorb some of the losses in the
GSL Program, the Parent Loans for
Undergraduate Students (PLUS) and
Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students
(ALAS) would be made available to all
otherwise eligible students and loan
limits raised to $4,000 per year and
$20,000 in total. Other changes to the

PLUS/ALAS programs would include:
a) Interest rates on PLUS/ALAS
loans would be determined by the
lender, subject to a maximum of the
current bond equivalent rate of 91-day
T-bills plus 3 percent. The interest
could be fixed

or

variable.

$6 million. The federal funds

are

used to offset costs of the State's
Tuition Assistance Program (TAP) and
would need to be replaced by State

if the

taxpayers

SSIG

program

is

terminated.
E. College Work-Study (CWS)
In FY 85, $593 million in federal
funds will be made available nationally,
with New York State receiving an
estimated $50 million for 74,000
students.
The
President's
FY
86

budget

would

combine CWS and
Work-Study/Grant
funded at $850 million.

SEOG into
program

a

new

Institutions would be. able to use up to
50% of their allocation for making

supplemental

grants.

Unfortunately,

the combined SEOG/CWS funding
would be $155 million less under the
President's proposal than the current
total of the two separate programs, a
loss of over 15%. Thus, New York
State would actually lose a total of $12
million
through
the
"Expanded"

College Work-Study/Grant Program.
Since the Work-Study program is a
matching program, institutions would
likely also be required to provide a
20% of the "new" CWSP federal
funds using institutional resources.
F. TRIO Programs
In FY 84, the TRIO programs (Staff

Training,
Upward Bound, Talent
Search, Special Student Services, and
Educational Opportunity Centers) were
funded at $175 million, nationally. The
President proposes to eliminate the
Talent
Search,
Educational
Opportunity
Centers,
and
Staff
Training programs and reduce funding
by $93 million (-53%). In addition,
recipients would be required to provide
matching funds.
The
President's
proposal could result in an estimated
$7.4 million loss jn New York State.
Conclusion
All of the above recommendations
will restrict access and choice to higher

education, especially for

poor

students

from
non-traditional
family
and
educational backgrounds. The $4,000

when coupled with the $800
contribution, would virtually assure
that poor students will not be able to
cap,

the average $11,000 per year
of independent higher education
in 1985-86 in New York State.
meet

cost

Lobby Day in
Washington
by Bethanne Higgins
'We
Want
Bennett",
'Students
United Will Never Be Defeated', and

'They Say Cut Back, We Say Fight

Back' were the chants of over
thousands students from across
nation that gathered on Capitol

one

the

Hill

Monday to lobby against the passage
of
the
Reagan
Administration's
proposed financial aid cuts for 1986.
'We want to send a clear message to
the Department of Education...to raise

awareness.
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It's time the students of this

country stand by and say No More
Cutbacks,'
said
Gregory
Moore,
president of the United States Student
Association (USSA) and leader of the
march from the White House to the

Department of Education. According
USSA's Moore, this was the 'most
historic march on Washington by

to

students.
The administration is proposing to
Congress to cut financial aid 25
or $2.3 million, from the fiscal
1985 budget.
This would

percent,
year

eliminate financial aid for over two
million
students
and
nationwide,

resulting from

caps,

family income cut¬

offs and the elimination of campus
based programs like NDSL, SEOG and
SSIG. It would further make 28
percent, or 808,000 students, ineligible
for the Pell Grants that they are

presently receiving.
'The student movement is back and
we are

living in Washington, D.C. and

,

all across the country', continued
USSA's Moore.
The chanting continued and student
leaders from as far away as California,

Colorado, and Florida, had the chance
address the group and strengthen
student solidarity.
Julia Talarick, vice president, USSA,
to

said
that
education
should
be
accessible to everyone, 'and it should
not be blocked by the building of the
MX missiles, because that is not going

help

to

me

in the classroom.'

Scott Treibitz, public relations intern,
American Federation of Teachers, and
the
USSA
board
member
said,
'Students
are
divesting
their

hope... students

divesting

are

future because of
cuts.'
The Department
Thomas
Moore,

these

their

education

of Education sent
Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Public Affairs, down as a
representative to talk to the student
crowd that had gathered across the
department's lawn.
'We are interested in hearing your
and

concerns

then

we

will

air

our

views', he said. He continued that this
action by the students was not the

of addressing the issue.
'The
Department of Education
representatives would rather meet with
a few of you instead of everyone,' he
proper way

said.
The
more

students

answered

this

with

chanting, 'We want Bennett' and

'Bennett
must
apologize'.
An
unidentified student yelled out, 'he
want's to talk to some of us but he can
talk to all of us.'
The reason that the students were

demanding an apology was because
Secretary of Education William J.
Bennett made 'insensitive remarks'
about the students and the proposed
cuts. Bennett is defending these cuts
because he claimed that the majority of
students abuse their loans by buying

stereos,
vacations

'No

and

cars

taking

beach

their spring breaks.
has a tan here. This is

over

one

was

denied,

agreed to send

the

students

a delegation of
into the building

20

student leaders
to
discuss the cut-backs with the Assistant

Secretary of Education, Ed Elmendorf.
In that meeting, Elmendorf and
other representatives repeated that
'education was changing', and that the
Federal Government had to determine
if they were getting their money's
worth from education.
'The point is, financial aid has grown
so
we

recognizes the Delhi College senior who has attained the highest academic standing in science
Delhi College President Seldon M. Kruger presents Mr. Backus with his award.

education,
income

What

explosively in the past six

years that
bring it under control,' commented

T. Moore.
He continued, 'I think that the
administration's proposals are justified.
The
Federal ■" Government
cannot
afford to give everyone the choice of
education.'
Sue Wray, president of the Student
Association of the State of New York
(SASU), said that in the meeting the
students made statements and the

from the Education
Department smiled and sympathized.

representatives

'We met the Bennett's top assistant
and it was a joke,' said Wray, 'They

kept telling us that education was
changing in the United States and that
we have to recognize that.'
Wray further commented that the
representatives felt that students and
parents should finance a student's

and

students

from

low

families could be subsized.
this will in effect will do is

provide education for those students
from higher income families, subsize
students from low income families and

jeopardize education for students from
middle income families.
Scott
Houser, student president
from
Colorado, commented, 'We
would like to have the chance to invest
in ourselves...we would like to have
the chance to invest in our choice.'
He continued that the future of the
United States is in the hands of the
students and that the education cuts
are

the

jeopardizing

chance

for

education and hope for the future.
Earlier in the day, students met with
selected members of Congress at the
Cannon House Office Building. Rep.
Walter Fauntroy (D—DC) said, 'We

support vigorously your efforts.'
He further commented, 'If*they do
not respond, I want you to meet with

of them
1986, and I want

on
you

everyone

November 6,
to pay them

back.'

Fauntroy also spoke about the
Civil Rights Restoration Act and the
need for divestment of South Africa.
Senator Clairborne Pell, founder of
the Pell Grant, was also in support of
the student's efforts. 'Every young
person

our

spring break, 'said Jeff Johnson,
president, Student Association at the
Massachusetts College of Art.
Since the request to meet with
Bennett

Kenneth Backus, an engineering science major from Stanley was recently honored as winner of the Bausch and
Lomb Science Award at the State University Agricultural and Technical College at Delhi. This annual award

that is desirous of

an

education

should

be able to do so with no
concern for finances,' he said.
Pell stressed that there should be
concentration on access to education.
'The real strength of our nation is the
education and the character of our

people. What
good.'

you are

doing here is

After the press conference and
before the march, the students went to
their legislators to lobby them in person
for support. The general concensus
from them was that they too were in

support of no financial aid cuts, equal
access education and The Civil Rights
Restoration Act. Many of the legislators
even felt that the proposals for the cuts
would not be approved.
In New York State, there will be a
loss of over $500 million is the cuts are

approved. This is
aid from 1985.
For the SUNY
would promote a

a

41 percent cut in

system, the cuts
30 percent loss of

incoming aid that is presently received.
The GSL program alone
million
and
effect

will loose $50
approximately

26,000 SUNY students.
The students were also lobbying
the growing concern in the Grove

over

City Supreme Court Decision which
allows

Federal

Aid to be given to
if the institutions
the basis of sex, race,

institutions

even

discriminate

on

and physical ability.
The Grove City Decision is the
reason for the needed approval and
implementation of the Civil Rights
age

Restoration Act.

'We have a strong commitment to
the Civil Rights Restoration Act,' said
USSA's Moore.
'We need the civil rights laws so that
our children have equal rights for the

future,' said Nichole Gantshore, chair,
USSA
National
Women
Studies
Coalition and USSA Board member.
'Students and the American public
want
civil
rights protection,' she
continued.
Most legislators interviewed felt that
the student presence on Capitol Hill on

Monday should make a difference.
According to Deputy Liaison to the
White
House
for the
Republican
National Committee, John Zagame,
'You may be pleasantly surprised with
the outcome.'
Said
Hillary

Shelton,
student
president, University of Illinois, 'I think
that we sent a message to Bennett in
the Department of Education and to
Reagan in the White House.'
Although Bennett did not apologize
for his previous remarks, and did not
meet with the student delegation, the
student voice was heard loudly and
successfuuly on Capitol Hill.
'Students
Defeated.'

United

Will

Never

Delhi College
The SUNY

Be

&

College Of
Technology Sign
Transfer

Technology
We are pleased to
New York Institute of

inform you that
Technology has
a policy that ensures that junior status
will be granted to associate's degree
holders from certain two-year colleges.
This commitment applies to majors
which are determined by the NYIT
Office
of
Evaluations
as
being
comparable to the first two years of a
baccalaureate program at NYIT. Final
ratification of this policy with respect to
SUNY-Delhi would be in the context of
formal articulation agreement signed

a

by the Presidents^of the two colleges.
In the interim, the majors at SUNYDelhi which will be incuded in the

agreement to award junior status are
the following:
SUNY-Delhi
Architectural Technology,

Design or
Option *,
Engineering
Science * *,
Computer
Science * *,
Accounting, Business Administration &
Marketing, Secretarial Science, Hotel
Technology,
Food
Services
Administration-Restaurant Management
Drawing

Institutional Foods, Food Sales &
Distribution.
New York Institute of Technology
Architectural
Technology,
or

Engineering, Electrical or Mechanical,
Computer
Science,
Accounting,
Business: Management or Marketing,
Business:

Teacher

Education/Secretarial Science Option,

Only

portfolio
review
design courses.
Assuming that 9205 is first math
is

recommends credit for
*

*

course

Agricultural and
Delhi and the
College of Technology at Utica-Rome
have signed an agreement to assist
students transferring between the two
SUNY campuses, it was announced
today by Darnell E. Cole, vicepresident for academic affairs at Delhi
College.
"The agreement will allow students
to complete their first two years of
computer science studies at Delhi
College before transferring to upper
divisional programs in the field at the
College of Technology," Dr. Cole said.
"Delhi students accepted at the College
of Technology will have full junior class
status provided they have completed
the specified program of study and met
academic performance standards," he
is

available

through Delhi College's Division of
Technologies or by calling 607-7464225.

New York
Institute of

*

The State University
Technical College at

information

Here,

Hotel & Restaurant Administration.

Agreement

said.
Additional

courses.

taken.

All

majors at SUNY-Delhi are
eligible to transfer full credit towards a
Bachelor's degree in General Studies
at New York Institute of Technology.
As part of the this agreement, it is
understood that the careful selection of
elective courses at SUNY-Delhi will

help

ensure

Those

maximum credit transfer.

students

with

Associate's

degrees entering New York Institute of
Technology directly as full-time day"
students
will
be
eligible
for
scholarships. The scholarships are
$1840
per
year
for cumulative
averages 3.0 and above: $1226 per
for cumulative average 2.5-2.99.
Kaspar Schroeter, Associate Director

year
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sophisticated tasks, you have to buy
sophisticated, expensive software.
In one of my previous columns, for
instance, I reviewed a program that
sells for $3500. And recently I received
a letter from a publisher who wanted
to know why the program was so
expensive. After all, the program is
nothing more than information stored
on a floppy disk, and a disk retails for
about $10. Where does the other
$3,490 come from? Development. It
usually takes more than a man-year to
write a good business program. And
when
it's
a
program
designed
specifically for newspapers - well, how
many copies can the programmer
expect to sell? A hundred, maybe?
I'm not acting as an apologist for
high prices. But you have to accept the
fact that newspapers form a limited
market. Most newspaper programs are

highly specialized, and since they won't
in
volume,
the
programs'
developers price them accordingly.

sell

What would your paper cost if you had
no advertisers and 100 subscribers?
And while you may flinch at what
seem to be high prices, it costs only
about $15,000 today to do things that
cost a half-million 15 years ago...

A Program To
Control Your

"Chulalongkorn", believed to be the first primate of its kind to be born at a two-year college in the United
States, is weighed in for the first time by Kenneth C. Pyle, assistant professor of veterinary science technology
at the State University Agricultural and Technical College at Delhi, N.Y. the 12-ounce Macaca fascicularis
monkey measures 7 inches in length from crown to rump, excluding the tail. The State University Campus at
Delhi was the first two-year college in this country offering veterinary science technology to establish a primate
colony, which now includes 6 Cynomologus, two African Green monkeys and "Chulalongkorn". Veterinary
science technology students monitored the mother's progress throughout the 157-day gestation period,
performing a radiograph mid-way through to establish that the baby was in the proper position for delivery.
This species of monkey is native to Southeast Asia. "Chulalongkorn" was named after the first born son of
the King of Siam as portrayed in "The King and F\

Paper
Random Access

By Dana Sohr
Five
years
ago,
Steve Kuckuk
decided
to
help computerize his
father's Wisconsin newspaper. Kuckuk
went out and bought himself a Radio
Shack Model I and sat down to write
the necessary programs. "I believed
the advertising - that I'd have an
accounts receivable program written in
a

couple of weekends."

he had

He quickly recognized that
made two mistakes. First, the
is not

Model I

suitable for business purposes.

Second, writing a good program takes
more than a couple of weekends.
Like most people, Kuckuk learned
from his mistakes. He enlisted the
of a programmer, and he
decided that the program should run
on
the Radio Shack Model II, a

services

dependable,

business

serious

computer.

Today,
called
which

Kuckuk

a

company

Publisher
Control
sells an accounts

receivable

runs

Systems,

program
designed specifically for
newspapers and shoppers.
PCS's program does exactly what it's
advertised to do. First, you enter your
rate chart into the computer. Then you
create a customer file (name, address,

type of business, etc.) for all
customes.
Then
you
can
transactions and print bills.

of

your

record

the program can save
lot of time. At one newspaper
using the program, month-end billing
used to tie up four employees for four
days. (The newspaper has about 2,000
active ad accounts.) Now all bills are
printed - and customers' accounts are
updated - in about two hours.
The program also generates a host
of reports that you can use to stay on
top of your bottom line.
You can print salesman reports which salesman is selling what to
Here alone,

you a

A new van, purchased by the Student Senate, was recently added to the college fleet. The van will primarily be
used to transport intercollegiate athletic teams, and it should also help free up other college vehicles for offcampus

student activities. Here, Student Senate leaders take possession of the new van from dealer Pete
to right: Raymond Passero, treasurer; Tracy Somma, vice president; Kevin King,
president; and Mr. Hamilton.

Hamilton of Delhi. From left

Defensive Driving
Course At Delhi

College
The
National
Defensive Driving

Safety
Council's
Course, an intensive
eight-hour program that can earn New
York drivers insurance discounts and
license point reductions, will be offered

ApriL30 and May 1 from 7 P.M. to 11
P.M. in the Russell Hall lounge at the
State
University
Agricultural and
Technical College at Delhi.
The
course,
sponsored by the
Russell Hall Dormitory Council, will be
taught by Henry Nicols, chief of police
for
the
Delaware-Otsego Railway
System.
New York drivers who complete this
course become eligible for at least a 10

reduction in motor vehicle
liability insurance premiums over a
three-year period.
In addition, drivers can have up to
three
points reduced from
their
violation record, provided those points
were accumulated during an 18-month
period prior to course completion. The
point reduction could help a driver
avoid a license suspension. However,
it will not cancel a mandatory license
suspension or revocation, nor will it

percent

already being taken
against a motorist's driving privileges.
The course is open to all principal
drivers, including youthful drivers,
assigned risks and commercial vehicle

cancel any action

operators.
To register for the course, call the
Russell Hall Office at 607-746-4206

Monday through Friday between 10
A.M. and 12 noon and 1 P.M. and 3
P.M. The registration deadline is April
26. There is a $25 course fee.

whom.
You can print income summaries by
business type. Which type of business -

About That

drug stores, auto parts, liquor stores,
etc.
is contributing what percentage
to your bank account? The program

Computer
Survey...

-

Random Access

By Dana Sohr
Most

of

those

who

have

computerized have spent more than
$10,000, which should say something
to those who want to spend less.
My hunch is that many computer
shoppers have been slightly misled by
advertising. They believe that for a few
thousand dollars they can buy a
computer that does everything from
balancing their books to setting type.
It isn't so. You can get into business
a few thousand dollars - for that
price you can buy a computer and
word processing and payroll software.
But to get the computer to do more-

for

will tell you.
The program can also print a tear
sheet report that tells you who needs
tear sheets and how many they need.
The
program
also ages your
accounts

automatically.

time you can

whose checks

So, at any
print a report showing

are

overdue and for how

long.
I'd need three columns to tell you

everything the FCS program can do.
Suffice to say that it does a thorough
job of computerizing a newspaper's
books.
And it's very easy to use. I had no
trouble running through the program.
Everything 1 needed to know was
displayed on the screen, so I didn't
need to refer to the manual...

The Delhi
In my

16 years in Congress-I can
tell you that those personal letters
count alot. I can tell you that they have
an impact. I can also tell you that those
who fail to speak up about their
concerns-are at the generated risk in
losing their benefits.
I urge you to take pen in hand and
write a letter to your Congressperson
and both your Senators.
Tell them how these proposals will
affect your continued access to higher

Biaggi Urges
Rejection Of
Proposed
Education

Funding Cuts

education.
Tell them

The future of your college education
is at stake. It is up to each of you to act
swiftly to avert this.
I am taking this opportunity to
express to you my grave concern over
the prospects for the Administration's

proposals for student financial aid for
this year.
We have all heard that this budget,
which seeks to slash student aid dollars

by 25 percent, will sound the death
knell for educational opportunity. New
York State alone will lose
$500 million dollars if these
are

a

total of

proposals

passed.

We know that these proposals are
unfair-unwarranted—unwise. As New
York's senior member of the House
Education and Labor Committee—and
one of the original architects of many
of these
programs-I am actively

working to fight these cuts.
However, I believe that a more
aggressive-and more visible-campaign
needed to focus attention on this
issue for other Members of Congress.
is

Members of Congress are right at
this very moment debating proposals
that will directly affect your future
access to financial aid. They need to
know what the impact of this budget is
on
you
campus.

personally-and on your
They need to receive letters

that you

oppose

SUmER OF SCIENCE
\

Pre-Professional

these

training in

BIOLOGY/CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS/PHYSICS
2 Summer Sessions

Today's budget debate is tomorrow's
reauthorization debate. The Higher
Education Act-which authorizes these
programs-must be extended in the
99th Congress. It is fair to assume that
even if we are successful in beating
back the budget proposals for these
programs-we
will
revisit
these

•

•

•

Complete your undergraduate science requirements

Upgrade your scores

•

Gain

a

•

Take

summer

on

professional admissions tests

thorough scientific grounding in the health professions

career or

families-including-

starting JUNE 6th and JULY 22nd

Take your choice. This summer you can...
Choose from 90 introductory, advanced, and graduate sections
Qet your pre-professional preparation for medical, dental or
optometry school

•

Congressional

consideration of legislation to extend
them for another five years.
Mobilize
your
friends-and your

graduate courses for an early
industrial and advanced research

your parents. Take
time to contact your campus chapter of

•

Select

the United States Student Association-

•

Benefit from individual attention and

•

Study in "state-of-the-art laboratories

your

financial

aid

officers—or

your

President's office and request from
them their analysis of the impact of
these proposals on your campus.
I
believe
this
is
an
issue
of
paramount importance to students-as
educational
consumers-and
will

day or evening classes

For

call

information

tutoring

with periodical bulletins on
of these proposals in
Washington. In the meantime, I will
be
seeking out my New York
colleagues to learn how their own
constituents are responding to this
issue-and to this plea for student
you
status

#

J

or

(718) 403-1011

S

provide

the

start in your teaching

COURSES in ALL OTHER DISCIPLINES AVAILABLE.

to apply,

or mail coupon today.

Admissions Office

Long Island University
Brooklyn Campus

*

I

University Plaza, Brooklyn, MY 11201

Yes, I

action—before it's too late!

that detail your concerns.

J—L /
Get Your
Academic or

Tell them that you will be watching
how they vote on these issues as they
come before Congress.

during
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Apply now to LIU's 15th annual

cuts.

proposals
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am

interested in LIU's Summer of Science program.
Please send me more details.

Name

I

1

,

Address

Computer

February

Science Pioneer
And Critic Will

Computer Power and Human Reason.

Speak At Delhi
College
Joseph

Weizenbaum,

the

M.I.T.

who has drawn
national
attention for his cautionary views on
the computer age, will speak April 30
at 8 P.M. in the Farrell Hall Little
Theatre
at
the
State
University
scientist

Agricultural and Technical College at
Delhi, N.Y.
His presentation, free and open to
the public, is sponsored by the Armand
G. Erpf-Clarke A. Sanford Lecture
Series and the Delhi College Union
Board.

Despite his reservations toward the
field, Dr. Weizenbaum is himself a
pioneer in computer development,
having worked in the early 1950's on
the Bush Differential Analyzer, an early
analog computer. He was also a
member of the General Electric team in
1955 that designed and built the first

computer system dedicated to banking
operations.
His technical contributions include
development of SLIP, a list processing
system, and ELIZA, one of the first
computer programs for social science

6,

1985

issue

of

publications, including the Journal Of
Educational Computing Research and
Religion and Intellectual Life.
Dr. Weizenbaum, a professor and
member
of
the
Laboratory for
Computer Science at M.I.T., currently
serves as a visiting professor at the
Harvard
Graduate
School
of
Education. He has also held academic

appointments at Harvard University,
Stanford

University, the Technical
University of Berlin and the University
of Hamburg in Germany.
The lecture series, established at
Delhi College in 1964, is named in
memory of two civic leaders, Armand
G. Erpf and Clarke A. Sanford.
Previous
Erpf-Sanford
Lecturers
have included the
late
Governor
Nelson A. Rockefeller, Senator Daniel
Patrick
Moynihan and Sociologist
Talcott Parsons of Harvard University.
Armand G. Erpf, an Arkville and
New York City resident, was a senior

partner in the former investment firm
of Loeb, Rhoades and Company, the
financial
architect
of
New
York

founder of local efforts
to preserve the Catskill region.
Clarke A. Sanford, a Margaretville
magazine and

a

Society,

Tuberculosis and Health Association
ana
the Interstate Water Resources
Association of the Delaware River
Basin.

an

concerns were the
article appearing in the

Delhi College
Librarian
Awarded Study
Grant
Nancy
librarian

Barrelle,
at

the

senior
State

assistant
University

Agricultural and Technical College at
Delhi, has been awarded a $941 study
grant from the New York State/United

Phone
rnoin

_

y

_

An

Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution.

and critical thinking
writing."
A
nationally acclaimed author,
lecturer, and consultant in the fields of
critical
and
creative
thinking,
Professor Ruggiero has written more

between creativity

Textbook By
Delhi College
Professor
Published

in

than 50 articles and seven books. His
other
titles
include:
The
Moral

Composition: The Creative Response:
textbook written by Vincent Ryan
Ruggiero, was recently released by
Wadsworth Publishing Company of
Belmont, CA. Ruggiero is professor of
humanities at State University of New
a

York at Delhi.

According to the publisher, the book
major new composition text which
"blends encouragement of originality
with the discipline of revision, while
providing a comprehensive instruction
is

a

and

reference

text,"

"distinguished by its focus

and
on

is

the link

Imperative, The Art of Thinking, and
Enter The
Dialogue: A Dramatic
Approach to Critical Thinking and
Writing.
Professor Ruggiero is listed in the
Directory of American Scholars and is
a founding member of the
National
Council

for

Excellence

in

Critical

Thinking Instruction. He was recently
awarded a $25,000 grant from Exxon
Educational Foundation to prepare a

training guide for teachers of critical

thinking.
Formerly an industrial engineer,
Professor Ruggiero has been a member
of the Delhi College faculty for 24
years. He resides in Oneonta.

resident for more than 60 years, was
editor and publisher of the Catskill
Mountain News. He also held offices
with the Delaware County Historical

More recently, he gained notoriety
for comments on the limitations of

subject of

^

He is also a member of the editorial
boards
of
several
scholarly

use.

computers. Those

City/State/Zip

the

Chronicle of Higher Education.
He is the author of two books,

the

Delaware

County

University
Professions
Professional
Development and Quality of Working
Life Committee.
The grant will allow Ms. Barrelle to
attend a Library Management Skills
Institute workshop next month in

Philadelphia. The 3V2 day program is
sponsored by the Association of
Research Libraries.
Ms. Barrelle, a member of the Delhi

College library staff since 19§2, holds
degrees from
Columbia
University and Simmons College and a
bachelor's
degree
from
Brown
University.
master's

Delhi College
Professor
Receives Exxon
Grant

Ruggiero has been granted a oneleave
from
his
teaching
responsibilities, effective June 1, to
complete work on the book, Teaching
Critical
Thinking
Across
the
Curriculum: A Training Guide For
year

Educators.
This will be

Ruggiero's eighth book.
sampling of his other works includes:
The Elements Of Rhetoric, The Moral
Imperative, Beyond Feelings, The Art
of Writing, and The Art of Thinking: A
A

Vicent R. Ruggiero, professor of
humanities at the State University

Agricultural and Technical College at
Delhi, has been awarded a $25,000
grant from the
Exxon Education
Foundation to develop a new book on
critical thinking.
"Exxon's support represents high
praise
for
Professor
Ruggiero's
contributions to the critical thinking
movement," according to Darnell E.
Cole, vice president for academic
affairs at Delhi College.

Guide

to

Critical

and

Creative

Thought. He has also authored more
than 50 separate articles on rhetoric,
ethics, creativity and critical thinking.
The Delhi College professor holds a
bachelor's degree from Siena College
and a master's degree from the College
of St. Rose. Ruggiero is listed in Who's
Who in the East and the Directory of
American Scholars.
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The Black
Filmmaker
Foundation To
Present A Day

Vern Clark,

Delhi College
Professor
Receives Food

Banker, Civic
Leader Is Dead
At 37

Industry Grant

Funeral services

were

held at St.

Joseph's Catholic Church in Deposit
Sunday, March 31 for Vern G. Clark,
37, prominent local banker and civic
leader who died Thursday, March 28'
at Lourdes Hospital, Binghamton after
a short illness.
Rev. Gerald Buckley
offered the Mass of Christian Burial at
2 P.M., following a 1:45 service at
Zacharias Funeral Home.
Mr. Clark had played an active role
in

business

community

and

civic

affairs,
serving
many
local
organizations since coming to Deposit

little over eight years ago when he
succeeded William
R. Aitken as
assistant vice president and manager of
the Deposit Office of National Bank
and Trust Company of Norwich in
December 1976.
He entered the banking business in
1972 with the First National Bank of
Newark
Valley, joining NBT of
Norwich in the merger of those two
banks, and in 1974 was appointed
cashier and assistant manager of the
Grand Gorge Office.
He was born November 27, 1947 at

a

Robin Turner, assistant
restaurant

professor of

management at the State

University Agricultural and Technical
College at Delhi, N.Y. has been
awarded a $2000 teacher work-study
grant from

the National Restaurant

Association/National Institute for the
Food Service Industry.
The grant, designed specifically to
give educators direct experience in

field,

the

will help fund Turner's basic

expenses

for

a

summer

food and

beverage operation at the Stamford
Golf and Country Club.
Turner

joined the faculty of Delhi's

restaurant and food services
management program in 1972. He
was promoted to assistant professor in

hotel,

1978.
He holds an associate's degree in
hotel technology from Delhi College
and a bachelor's degree in business
administration from the University of
Denver. He is also pursuing graduate

study through the Florida International
University.
He and his wife, Tamara, are the
parents of three children.
reside in Hobart, N.Y.

The Turners

Pitcher, Chenango County, a son of
(Stearns) Clark. He

Robert arid Edith

graduate of Cincinnatus Center
School and of Delhi College where he
received his degree in agricultural
business management in 1968.
was

a

He served four years with the U.S.
Air Force in Korea with the rank of

Staff Sergeant.
He married the former Phyllis Jean
Moore October 20, 1979 in Deposit.

Surviving in addition to his wife,
Phyllis J. Clark, at Old Route 17, R.D.
3, Windsor, are seven children: Philip
Devine,
Lori
Catherine,
Douglas
Charles,
Donald
Paul,
Michael
Vincent, Jeffrey Odell and Robert
Edward Schaeffer, Jr.; his parents,
and Edith Clark, and three
brothers, Lucian, Timothy and Michael
Clark, all of Pitcher; a great aunt and
uncle,
Ruth
and Bob Burdick,
Robert

Cincinnatus;

nieces^ nephews and cousins.
was

Catholic

D

Puppets
What is one to do with an album
that kicks off with a hard-core punk
rock ripper called Split Myself in Two,
then dissolves into a series of brain¬

damaged County & Western- style
instrumental, feed-back guitar ballads
that include a superb finger-picking

called I'm A Mindless Idiot. Well,
Puppets II, by the Meat Puppets,
one of the most enjoyable albums of

opus

Meat
is

1984.
The Meat Puppets are a three-man
thrash band from Phoenix, Arizona,
who have gone beyond head banging
to become what can only be called a
kind of cultural clash, playing such
standards of hard-core flip-outs as New

Gods, Lost, a bit of the Byrds, We're
Here,
some
faintly Hendrix-style
guitar, and some hard style. The
Puppets
somewhat
resemble
Milwaukee's Violent Femmes, with
bassist Cris

Kirkwood, and drummer

Derrick Bostrom providing a spirited
and detailed base from which leader
Curt Kirkwood launches his screaming

guitar. The effect is rather like
wandering into a drug-detox center
and overhearing twelve strung-out
conversations at once. Fun, in a word.
A real find.

By Kurt A. Loder

a

family, Jessica Sayles, Pitcher; many
He

Meat Puppets
The Meat

Rebecca Ann
close member of the

niece,

a

Clark, Pitcher;

member of St. Joseph's
Church in
Deposit; his
a

memberships and affiliations with
many organizations include: Deposit
Lodge
No.396
F&AM;
Deposit
Historical Society; Deposit Chamber of
Commerce,
past
president
and
director; Town of Sanford Republican
Club and Eastern Broome Republican
Club; member of Board of Directors,

Deposit-Sanford

Rural

Housing

American Legion Wallace
Russell Post 757, Deposit; Boy Scouts
of America Cub Scout Pack 74

Council;

and
Advisory
Council
past chairman of Deposit
Industrial Division of United Way
Campaign; past co-chairman Deposit

Treasurer

member;

Lumberjack

Festival;

Board

The Quest For
An Affordable

Apartment In
New York City

Long Seminar

New

The
will

New York
Education

co-sponsored by
University's
High
Opportunity Program.

The
seminar
will
provide an
opportunity to hear personal accounts
of the careers of six successful black
women in film, television and theater.

the

address

will

They-

pertinent

of the day: racism, sexism,
competition,
institutional demands,
survival strategies and a changing

concerns

social-political climate. And they will
define
future
career
goals
and
strategies based
on
recent FCC
deregulation
and
a
lessening
commitment to

Affirmative Action.

Featured speakers

will include Carol

Jenkins, correspondent with WNBCTV;
Gwen Barrett, producer of
WNEW-TV's Midday Live Television
show; Dr. Brenda Verner, Media

Analyst;

Cheryl

Hill,

Independent

Producer and former Assistant Director
of the New York City Mayor's Office of

Film, Theater and Broadcasting; and
Debra Robinson, Producer/Director of
the

independent documentary on black
comediennes, I Be Done Been

women

Was Is.
The seminar is

designed to facilitate
maximum participation and interaction
with the seminar registrants. A fortyfive minute question and answer
period will follow each speaker's
presentation.
The

object of this seminar is to
a forum to present and discuss
the critical insights of successful black

provide

in the media and to encourage
minorities and women to enter

women
more

this important field.
The registration fee
is $25 in advance

members)

and

for the seminar

($20 for BFF
$30 at the door.

Proceeds support the work of The
Black Filmmaker Foundation.
The Black Filmmaker Foundation

(BFF) is the nation's principal black
largest distributor

media arts center and
of black independent

film/video. The
April seminar is the first of a series of
seminars and exhibitions BFF plans for
the
1985 which are designed to
broaden

participation

the

awareness

and

of blacks in film and

television.

president,

Board of Directors

International District Governor's Aide
and
Chairman,
Public
Relations

Committee;
member
American
Institute of Bankers; National and New

former member
Read Memorial
Hospital, Delaware County Bankers

York State Grange;
Board of Directors,

Association Office Chairman.
Burial was in St. Joseph's Cemetery,

Deposit. Honorary pallbearers were
Eugene Monroe, Deposit and Richard
Monroe, Newark Valley; pallbearers
were
Rev.
Richard
Reed,
Mark
Tucker, Jack Shelton, William Aitken,
John Mauro, George Zandt, David
Reed, John Adams.
Friends
who
wish
may
make
donations to the Vern Clark Memorial

Fund, 20 Clark Street, Deposit.

your

job search.

Linda Carrol, the Director of Linda
Carrol's Women's Roommate Referrals
in Manhattan, offers students some
suggestions and advice for finding an
apartment in New York City :
Make arrangements to stay with
friends or relatives. Allow yourself a
minimum of 4 - 6 weeks to be more
selective in finding a suitable apartment
without putting extra pressure on

and

or taking valuable time
concentration away from your new

yourself
job..
Open

New York bank account in
Most
landlords,
utility
companies and retail stores will not
accept out-of-state checks.
Obtain
traveler's checks or arrange ahead of
time to have money wired to a New
York bank or Western Union office,
rather than carrying around large sums
of cash. Have at least one major credit
card (or you can obtain permission to
use
your parent's card) to get cash
advances or to cash out of state
a

advance.

checks, if

necessary.

Come to New York with a minimum
of $1,000 towards a new apartment to
cover
expenses such as rent and

security, utilities, telephone, new locks,
apartment insurance and emergencies.
Take a realistic look at rentals in
New York City. Consider the fact that
apartments range from $500 - $900
for a studio; $1,000 - $1,600 for a 1
bedroom; $1,200 - $1,900 for a 2
bedroom. In addition to the expense of
setting up your own apartment, be
prepared to pay brokers fees of up to
15% of a years' rent up front upon
signing a lease.
Consider
seeking an apartment
share. If you move into an apartment
with someone that has been living
there a number of years, the base rent
of that apartment will be 30 - 50%
lower than an equivalent apartment
that is vacant and has just come orr the
market. Since many apartments in
New York are "rent stabilized", the

longer you've kept an apartment, the
lower the rent. So, in addition to
finding an apartment with a low base
rent
that will be
split by both

will avoid having to
hefty brokers fees. If this appeals
to you, then going to a reputable
roommate service may be the answer.

roommates, you
pay

women

Directors,

past

Despite the rnany stories you may
have heard, it is possible to find a safe
and attractive apartment in Manhattan,
without paying the high costs of
brokers fees or taking time away from

Linda Carrol's Women's Roommate
Referrals provides qualified referrals for

of

Deposit
Foundation;
Broome
County Agriculture Key
Bankers; active Deposit Rotary Club as

As graduation

many

location.

present a day long seminar, Black
Women In Media. The seminar will be
held
in
New
York
University's
Schimmel Auditorium, 41 West 4th
Street in New York City. The seminar
is

-

students will head
to New York City in search of that first
"real" job and the quest for an
affordable apartment in a desirable

"Black Women
In The Media
On Saturday, April 27, 1985,
Black
Filmmaker
Foundation

York, N.Y.

approaches,

seeking affordable apartments

share in the New York metropolitan
area. All referrals are based on each

to

Ohio State

University
Representative
To Speak At
Delhi Tech
There will be
the Ohio State

a representative from
University, College of
Agriculture, on campus Thursday,
April 25 in Farnsworth Hall. He will be
speaking to both freshmen and seniors.

Interested students should sign up with
Mrs. Maxwell in Farnsworth Hall, room
103.

person's specific requirements with
regard to their budget and lifestyle.
The majority of women who use Linda
Carrol's Women's Roommate Referrals
are in their 20's & 30's and find a
compatible roommate within 2 - 3
weeks.
Work out

a realistic budget based on
projected income and spending habits
(food,
transportation,
laundry,
entertainment, etc.) so that you don't
commit yourself to an apartment you
can't comfortably afford.
Consider getting an answering service
for $15 - $20 per month to take all
messages regarding job leads, potential

apartments, etc., as a safe alternative
giving out your home phone
number or that of the friend you are
staying with until you get a permanent

to

phone number.

The Delhi

kind of
neighborhood
area residents,

Shop around for
neighborhood. If a
appeals to you, ask
storekeepers, church

your

or synagogue
members for apartment leads.
Place notices at colleges, university
and alumni clubs. If you've found a

job,

place

notice

at

"apartment wanted"

an

the

cooler

water

or

copy

machine.
For more information, call or write
to Linda Carrol's Women's Roommate
Referrals:
Linda Carrol
Director
Linda Carrol's Women's Roommate
Referrals
51 E. 42nd Street, Suite 717
New York, N.Y. 10017

(212) 972-9899

Financial Aid
Cutbacks Just A
Threat: Student
Aid is Available
Students

who

currently in
to enroll,
State and

are

or who are planning
should continue to apply for

college,

Federal financial aid. There has been

change

no

eligibility

the

in

requirements for these programs.
There may

be

some

confusion at the

There may be some confusion at this
time
because
of the
widespread

publicity regarding the Administration's
proposed cuts in federal student aid.
However, it is extremely important for
parents and students to know that
these proposals are not in effect, says
Dr. Dolores E. Cross, President of the
New York State Higher Education
Services Corporation. She emphasizes
that "aid is still available!"
On February, President Reagan
sent his FY 86 budget proposal to

Congress. The recommended cuts, if
enacted, would drastically reduce
federal student financial aid programs,

causing a loss of half a billion dollars to
students
in
New
York
State.
Commenting on the impact, Dr. Cross
said, "The proposed changes to
student

aid

severely

funding

levels

would

postsecondary

affect

New Yorkers and
would destroy the progress that has
been made in providing educational
opportunities for

access

Information from

Are You Children Or Adults?
The State of New York think they
have the solution to the Drinking
Driver problem. They are going to put
all of the blame on the young people
under 21, whether they drive or not.
What they are really saying is "Down
With The Youth".
The prestigious New York State
Automobile Club put out a study to
show how many lives would be
"Saved" if only New York State would
enact a Minimum 21-Year Dinking

the Federal Govern¬

subjects
ranging from agricul¬
ture to zoology is
ment on

available
Libraries

Age. The rational is that if the State
didn't, it would lose Federal Highway
Dollars. Also, there would be a great
many auto accidents because of Young
Drinking Drivers. The "Cure" to the
whole problem is to forbid anyone
Under Twenty-One To Drink whether
or not they drive a car.

before

It is doubtless true that lives would
be saved if a Twenty-One Year Old
Law were enacted. It is also true that
lives would be saved if a person under
21 years old were forbidden to swim or

You

can go into
committees
in
both

Congress have to act
House

and

on

must

planning postsecondary education.
They should not be mislead or
discouraged by potential reductions.
The
New
York
State
Higher
Education Services Corporation is the
agency responsible for administering
the State Tuition Assistance Program
(TAP) and Regents Scholarships, as
well as the federal Guaranteed Student
Loan (GSL), Parent Loan (PLUS) and

Auxiliary Loan (ALAS) programs.
Single dependent or married students
and students with children are eligible
for TAP if their incomes do not exceed

$29,000 in net taxable balance. Single
independent students must have
$5,666 or less in net taxable balance.
Undergraduates may borrow up to
$2,500 per year through the GSL
program. For borrowers with family
incomes
over
$30,000, a family
contribution is also considered in
calculating the amount of loan
eligibility.
Other federal programs include Pell
Grants,
Supplemental
Educational
Opportunity Grants (SEOG), National
Direct Student Loans (NDSL), and
College Work Study. For information
on
student aid, write: NYSHESC,
Student Information, Albany, N.Y.

visit these
use

the

one

in your

area, contact your

drink! Only recently the Department of
State announced that persons aged 19
could hold a Real Estate Broker's
Licenses. Isn't it ridiculous to say that
someone
could sell a million-dollar
Condo and not be able to have a glass
of beer? To say that couples can't

local library or write:
Federal Depository

Library Program,

legally drink a Champagne Toast at
wedding? or that a young Soldier,
SailQr or Marine can't enjoy a can of
beer when he's off duty? The young
make a convenient Scapegoat for the
State's
problems
because
many
oldsters
resent
their music,
their
fashions, their life styles - in fact their
very youth. It's very convenient for
high spending officials to divert voters
by taking after the Young People.
But their's a question - What age
group
is going to be the next
scapegoat???
By A. Piazza

their

Office of the Public

Printer, Washington,
DC 20401.

Federal

Depository

Library Program

pass

for both State and federal aid when

the

charge.

To find

Baloney!!!
Anyone aged 19, old enough to
serve in the Armed Forces or to hold a
responsible job, get married and raise a
family should be able to purchase a

of

budget resolutions and appropriation
measures.
Meanwhile, parents and
students must be encouraged to apply

can

without

it.

them, and the

Senate

across

Depository collections

of the
effect, several
Houses

Depository

libraries and

ski, to take showers or to use electricity
and heating devices in their homes. All
of these activities have caused deaths.
The AAA brushes off the argument
that it is unfair, admitting that "Perhaps
It Is" but the lives to be saved is worth

any

proposals

at

nation.

and choice for all students."

However,

full

"In Unity There
Is Strength"
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The International
Club Is Presenting
A French Film

This program is supported by The

Advertising Council and is a public service of this publication.

For the love she couldn't find at home,
Suzanne went looking somewhere else.

May 2nd At 8 P.M.
Little Theatre
"A REMARKABLE FILM
that treats young people as
real human beings."
—

Jack Kroll,

NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE
"A MASTERPIECE

...certainly the best movie
I've
—

seen

in 1984."

Stephen Schiff,

VANITY FAIR

"SANDRINE BONNAIRE:

lusciously wanton, lovely
terrifying, magical."
Molly Haskell, VOGUE

and
—

"UNSPARINGLY HONEST,
often compelling."
—

Bruce

Williamson,

PLAYBOY

12255.

A film

by Maurice Pialat.

Winner in France of the Cesar Award.
Best Picture of 1983.

The Delhi
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1 "Diplomacy is to do and
1 say the nastiest thing in
1
the nicest way."
-

1
1
1

-

you

for

criticism, but they only
want

praise."

William Somerset

Maugham

Unknown 20th

I
1
1
1

J ohhny

-

"The true use of speech
is not so much to express
our wants as to conceal
them."

-

"We

-

"A dead

Oliver Goldsmith

-

1 "A man must have a
1
certain amount of
1 intelligent ignorance to
1
get anywhere."
-

Charles Francis Kettering

-

cannot

1

1

1

Plutarch

1

bite."l

-

conflicts. Life itself still
remains a very effective

therapist."
Karen

1
1

-

"Fortunately, psychoanalysis is not the only
way to resolve inner

-

1

-

Queen Victoria

man

1

-

not amused."

are

-

-

Carson

Zeuxis

1

-

"Criticism comes easier
than craftsmanship."

Century Genius -

1^

Onasander

"President Reagan
doesn't dye his hair. He
Bleaches his face."

-

"Strangers are people
you don't know."
-

that successful men
cause their neighbors."
-

Goldberg

"People ask

-

1
1

Isaac

"Envy is a pain of mind

Homey, M.D.

-

1
1

1

1
1

